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A. INTRODUCTION

As early as the first centuries of its history, the Buddhist Community split into numerous sects

and schools, on the occasion of sometimes tremendous schisms, and each of these divisions held

opinions accused of being heretical, by the others. The present work is concerned with (a) these

sects, (b) these schools, (c) these schisms and (d) these heresies.

Before getting to the heart of the matter, it is important to clarify the meaning of the above

terms which we are using in the absence of better ones but which do not express exactly the

Indian notions which they claim to represent.

AA. SECTS AND SCHOOLS

What the Sanskrit Buddhism calls nik›ya and the P›li Buddhism calls ›cariyav›da, we will call sect

or school.

•  A nik›ya is a group of people who submit to the same rules. It is also, and more

generally, a collection of objects, such as the collections of sÒtras, precisely called nik›ya

in P›li. By comparing the word k›ya, which has the same root and means body, we may

say that a nik›ya is a constituted body or a body of doctrine according to whether the word

is applied to people or to things. Thus it is rendered fairly well by the word sect even

though it is built up from a quite different etymology.

•  The P›li word ›cariyav›da means the oral teaching (v›da) of a master (›cariya) and

corresponds rather to our word school.

As the Sanskrit texts call nik›ya what the P›li texts call ›cariyav›da, we will use the words sect and

school giving them the same meaning. They express the idea of a spiritual association

constituted under the patronage of a master whose teaching it follows.

The Buddhist sects differ from those of the early Christianity in (i) that, since the Buddhist

Community did not have, like the Christian Church, a supreme authority incarnated in a single

person, pope or patriarch, the sect or school was not truly separated from the Community, and

(ii) that its heresy was purely relative to the doctrine of the other fractions of the Community. In

most cases even, the relationships between different sects were not deprived of peace and

harmony, and we should compare the Buddhist sects with the Protestant sects which, while

sometimes differing greatly concerning doctrine or worship, are somewhat united in a certain

way in the bosom of the ecumenical movement.

AB. SCHISM

We will call schism what the Buddhists call sa˚ghabheda, ‘breaking the Community’, which

constitutes one of the five major crimes, comparable in gravity to patricide, matricide, the

killing of an Arhat and the wounding of a Buddha with a hateful mind. It occurs when an
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intelligent and virtuous monk, who therefore <ii> enjoys great authority, drags along behind

himself a part of the Community and gives it a new teacher and a new Path.1 But once again,

since the Community lacks a supreme authority, the Buddhist schism is purely relative and the

schismatic claims to be the guardian of the doctrinal or moral purity that is weakened by the

decline of the Community out of which it stems and of which it presents itself to be the

reformer.

AC. HERESY

We will call heresy what the Buddhists call d¸˝˛i (P›li di˛˛hi), ‘afflicted view’ of the mind, a

personal opinion that does not conform to the teaching of the Buddha. It is also called

mithy›d¸˝˛i, ‘false view’, as opposed to samyagd¸˝˛i, ‘right view’. These words in general have,

moreover, only relative value; what is heresy or false view for one sect is right view for

another.

Of the twenty or thirty sects or schools of the Hınay›na, we have the works only of the

Therav›dins and Sarv›stiv›dins plus a few works, particularly of the Vinaya, of the

Dharmaguptakas, MahıŸasakas, Mah›s›˚ghikas, Lokottarav›dins, MÒlasarv›stiv›dins,

Sammatıyas, K›Ÿyapıyas, Haimavatas, Abhayagiriv›sins, BahuŸrutıyas or Prajñ›ptiv›dins.

Fortunately there are some collections of theses classified according to sects, collections of

arguments, some commentaries on both of them, and a rather large number of facts scattered in

several treatises such as the Vibh›˝› or the AbhidharmakoŸa. The comparative and critical study of

all these documents of such varied origins has turned out to be much less disappointing than

had been generally thought based on the testimony of summary works, early and often poorly

drawn up. It turns out that certain pessimistic judgments were based on bad readings of the

texts, on the use of faulty editions, or simply on grave errors of method, like the one, too

frequently committed, which consists of putting documents of very different time periods and

worth on the same level, and then, after superficial examination, concluding that the

contradictions existing between them render them completely unusable. The worst is that these

errors have a long life, that some are reverently preserved for a century and used, without any

shadow of verification, by often eminent researchers.

Undoubtedly, the value and accuracy of the used documents and very provisional conclusions

that can be drawn from their study should not be exaggerated. The study of Indian Buddhism

requires much cautiousness and it can be stated almost unreservedly that, in this domain,

historical certainty does not exist, that there are only greater or lesser probabilities. It is all the

more true that, despite the magnificent efforts accomplished since more than a century, there

still remains an enormous amount to be discovered in the vast forest of documents that have

come down to us, without counting those, certainly much more numerous, alas, that have

                                                

1 LVP: KoŸa, IV, pp. 208-209.
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disappeared without a trace. Here more than elsewhere, it is appropriate to constantly

remember that our facts are fragile, uncertain, that they are always asking for an interpretation

from which it is quite difficult and undoubtedly even impossible to remove the part due to ‘the

personal equation’, that of the reader and that of the author, what could be the integrity and

experience of the one and of the other.

The purpose of the present work has been, first and foremost, to provide documents <iii> and

references. In its original form, it should have been just a series of notes incorporated into the

French translation of the treatises of Vasumitra, Bhavya and Vinitideva. The general portions

and various hypotheses that have been taken from the direct study of documents thus collected

are none other than simply propositions, simple theses, attendant antitheses, and not definitive

conclusions. They have no other goal than to show new aspects of old problems and to ask new

questions.
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B. CHAPTER XV: THE VfiTSÊPUTRÊYAS

According to the agreement of all the sources, the sect of the V›tsıputrıyas is perhaps the first

exit from the Sthavira trunk after that, however, of the Haimavata. The schism that gave rise to

it would have occurred just 200 years after the Nirv›˚a (≈ 480 B.C.), about 280 B.C. according to

the Sammatıya tradition which would be based on the V›tsıputrıya tradition itself, or at the

beginning of the 3rd century after the Nirv›˚a, which is a little after 280 B.C., according to the

traditions of the North-West. One would not be much mistaken in placing this event under the

reign of Bindus›ra Maurya (289-264 B.C.).

The V›tsıputrıyas take their name from the founder of their sect, V›tsıputra.2 According to the

MañjuŸrıparip¸cch›sÒtra, the latter was a master of discipline (vinayadh›ra).3 According to K’ouei-

ki, he was of the Brahman caste.4 Param›rtha, in fact, makes him a disciple of ⁄›riputra.5

The Ceylonese tradition calls them Vajjiputtakas and not, as we might expect, Vacchıputtakas.

The difference may be easily explained phonetically, but it should be pointed out because the

name Vajjiputtakas also designates the V¸jjiputrakas, i.e., the monks of VaiŸalı of the V¸jji clan

who, by their breaches of the disciplinary rules, provoked the convocation of the Synod of

VaiŸalı, 100 or 110 years after the Nirv›˚a. From this, it might be concluded that the

V›tsıputrıyas were none other than these V¸jjiputrakas if, on the one hand, the Ceylonese

tradition identified them, which is not the case, and if all the other traditions did not clearly

distinguish the two names. There is, therefore, certainly no link between them.6

Lin Li-Kouang, using the suspect testimony of the Chinese monk Seng-yeou (beginning of the

6th century A.D.), has worked out an ingenious hypothesis from which it emerges that the

V›tsıputrıyas are none other than the “reformed Mah›s›ºghikas”.7 The fragility of this

hypothesis, as appealing as it may be, is too great for it to be taken into consideration. At the

beginning of the chapter dedicated to the Mah›s›ºghikas, we have seen what must be thought

of this “reform” that arose among the latter. Lin Li-Kouang, very fairly, does not conceal that

the identification of the Mah›s›ºghika Vinaya with that of the V›tsıputrıyas does not exist in the

post-scriptum of the former on which it is based. It is, therefore, an invention of Seng-yeou. On

the other hand, and this is decisive, the agreement of all the sources, Indian or directly inspired by

                                                

2 M. S. J. Thomas, in his History of Buddhist Thought, pp. 38-39, notes, suggests another explanation: the
V›tsıputrıyas were the monks from the land of the Vatsas, capital KauŸ›mbı.
3 TS 468, p. 501 b.
4 K’ouei-ki, II, p. 5 b.
5 Ibid., II, 6 a.
6 Dutt: Early Monastic Buddhism, II, p. 174, accepts, however, the hypothesis of this identification.
7 Lin Li-Kouang: Introduction au Compendium de la Loi, pp. 194, 202, n. 2, 297-302.
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Indian testimonies, absolutely distinguishes the V›tsıputrıyas from the Mah›s›ºghikas.8 <115>

Seng-yeou, over whom clearly the accusation of “manipulation of texts” hangs, could not be

right against such agreement.

The V›tsıputrıyas themselves have left no trace of their residence in India or elsewhere. This is

most probably due to the fact that they were soon eclipsed by one of their sub-sects, the

Sammitıyas, whose extraordinary development in India in the 7th century A.D. has been noted

by Hiuan-tsang.

Nothing of their literature is known except that, on the testimony of the author of the

Mah›prajñ›p›ramit›sÒtraŸ›stra9 and of Param›rtha, their A b h i d h a r m a p i ˛ a k a  was called

⁄›riputr›bhidharma or Dharmalak˝a˚›bhidharma, and was made up of nine parts. Unfortunately it

has not come down to us.

According to T›ran›tha, the V›tsıputrıyas still existed as a distinct sect at the time of the P›la

kings (10-11th century A.D.).10

Here are the theses attributed to them:

1 )  The person (p u d g a l a ) is perceived (upalabhyate) as an evident reality

(s›k˝ıtk¸taparam›rthena). The person is neither identical (sama) with the aggregates (skandha)

nor different (vi˝ama) from them. It exists neither within the aggregates nor outside them.11

It is the personalist (pudgalav›din) thesis that distinguishes them from all other Buddhists

and brings them closer to the Brahmans, Hindus and Jains.

Here are some of the numerous arguments by means of which the V›tsıputrıyas support

their thesis. It has been said by the Blessed One:

Having transmigrated (sandh›vitv›na) seven times at the most (sattakkhattuparama˙), the

person (pudgala) puts an end to suffering (dukkhassantakaro hoti) and becomes one who

has exhausted all the fetters (sabbasaññojanakkhaya),

thus there exists a person who transmigrates (sandh›vati) from this world (asm› lok›) to

another world (para˙ loka˙) and from another world to this world. It has been said by the

Blessed One:

O monks, I see (passam›ha˙) by means of the perfectly pure (visuddha) and superhuman

(atikkantam›nusaka) divine eye (dibba cakkhu) the sentient beings (satta) who pass away

                                                

8 A. Bareau: Une confusion entre Mah›s›ºghika et V›tsıputrıya, J.A., 1953, pp. 399-406.
9 Lamotte: Traité de la grande vertu de sagesse, I, p. 112. Demiéville, Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 23
and 57. This is not the T 1548, despite the similarity of titles.
10 Schiefner: T›ran›tha, p. 274.
11 Kath›vatthu, I, 1; SatyasiddhiŸ›stra, T 1646, p. 259 a; Vibh›˝›, T 1545, pp. 55 a and 8 b; Vasumitra, thesis 1;
Bhavya, thesis 5; Vinitadeva, thesis 1; LVP ix. F 232.
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(cavam›na), who are reborn (upapajjam›na), lowly (hına) or excellent (pa˚ita), handsome

(suva˚˚a) or ugly (dubba˚˚a), having good destinies (sugata) or bad destinies (duggata),

I know (paj›n›mi) the sentient beings who are rewarded according to their actions

(yath›kammÒpaga).

It has been said by the Blessed One:

O monks, I will explain to you the burden (bh›ra), the bearer of the burden (bh›rah›ra),

the taking up of the burden (b h › r a d › n a ), the setting down of the burden

(bh›ranikkhepana).

It has been said by the Blessed One:

A person, O monks, who is born (uppajjam›na) into the world (loka), is born (uppajjati) for

the benefit of many people (bahujanahit›ya).

A stream-enterer (sot›panna), who dies (cuta) in the world of men (manussaloka) and is reborn

(uppanna) in the world of the gods (devaloka), stays there as stream-enterer. There is someone

who sees (passati), who hears (su˚›ti), who smells (gh›yati), who tastes (s›yati), who touches

(phusati), who knows (vij›n›ti), something that is seen, heard, etc., …, something through

which one sees, hears, etc., … In the same way, there is someone (koci) who is endowed

with the super-knowledges (abhiññ›), who hears sound (sadda) by means of the divine

(dibba) ear (sotadh›tu), who knows (j›n›ti) the mind of another (paracitta), etc., … The

existence of consciousness assumes the existence of the subject of the consciousness, which is

the person. Since there are <116>  mothers (m›t›), fathers (pit›), noblemen (khattiya),

br›hmins, gods (deva), men (manussa), etc. …, there are persons who bear these names. A

similar argument is based on the recognized existence of the various kinds of Buddhist

saints.

2) That which is graspable (up›d›nıya) and endowed with graspings (up›d›na) by the passions

and the defilements, i.e., what is based on the aggregates (skandha), sense-spheres (›yatana)

and the sense-elements (dh›tu), is merely a designation or conception (prajñapti).12

This thesis is a corollary of the preceding. That with which ignorant people identify the

person, i.e., such and such an aggregate, sense-sphere, sense-element, that is subject to the

passions and the defilements, is only a fiction, a pure designation or conception, and cannot

therefore be the person itself.13

3) Except for the person (pudgala), no factor (dharma) transmigrates (sa˙kr›mati) from this world

here (asm›llok›t) to another world (para˙ loka˙).14

                                                

12 Vasumitra, thesis 1; Bhavya, thesis 1.
13 Kouei-ki, p. 26 b.
14 Vasumitra, thesis 3; Bhavya, theses 2 and 3.
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If no factor transmigrates, it may be said that, when the life faculty (jıvitendriya) has ceased

(niruddha), all factors have equally ceased. But as the person (pudgala) has not ceased, it can

transmigrate from one world to the other and, as factors are not different from the person, it

can be said that there is transmigration (sa˙kr›nti).15

4) All conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) last only for a single instant (ekak˝›nika).16

According to Bhavya, the V›tsıputrıyas maintained that the conditioned phenomena are

instantaneous or not. Lacking any commentary, it is hard to understand this last

proposition.

5) The five sense consciousnesses (vijñ›na) are neither endowed with passions (sar›ga) nor

devoid of passions (vir›ga).17

The five consciousnesses are neither endowed with passions nor devoid of passions for they

are merely indeterminate (avy›k¸ta), i.e., neither good (kuŸala) nor bad (akuŸala).

6) There are also heretics (tırthika) who possess the five super-knowledges (abhijñ›).18

The heretics can obtain the super-knowledges by means of vision (darŸana) and cultivation

(bh›van›).

7) The abandonment (prah›na) of the fetters (sa˙yojana) of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) that

should be abandoned by cultivation (bh›vanay› prah›tavya) is what is called detachment

(vir›ga). This is not the abandonment of the fetters that should be abandoned by vision

(darŸanena prah›tavya).19

The fetters of the realm of desire that must be abandoned by cultivation are delusion (moha),

hatred (dve˝a) and attachment (r›ga). Delusion is illusion (m›y›). It does not put an obstacle

(›vara˚a) to the constituents [of enlightenment, such as empty (ŸÒnya), nonself (an›tmya),

etc., …]. The six practices of meditation20 on the fluxes (›srava) cannot make evident

(s›k˝ıtkaroti) these constituents, they can only control delusion. Delusion is therefore not a

factor that must be abandoned by vision. <117> As soon as these constituents have been

seen, one can definitively abandon the fetters. Ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) and noble

                                                

15 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 27 a
16 Vasumitra, thesis 2; Bhavya, thesis 3.
17 Vasumitra, thesis 5; Bhavya, thesis 8; Viniıtadeva, thesis 3.

Masuda: The five consciousnesses (pañcavijñ›na) neither (conduce to) passion (sar›ga) nor to freedom from
passion (vir›ga).
18 Vasumitra, thesis 4.
19 Vasumitra, thesis 6.
20 Masuda: “The so-called sixfold meditation is the comparative meditation of lower and higher stages”.
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persons (›rya) abandon the fetters of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu), etc., … by means of six

practices.21

8) Presentiment (k˝›nti), names (n›man), aspects (›kara)22 and the highest mundane factors

(laukik›gradharma) are called ‘those that can cause one to enter into the absolute good

(samyaktva) and to give up rebirths (upapatti)’.23

The stage of ‘presentiment’ is that in which, at the beginning of the clear understanding

(abhisamaya) of the four truths (satya), the latter are examined only together.

The stage of ‘name’ is that in which one can examine the factors (dharma) of the teaching

(Ÿ›sana).

The stage of ‘aspects’ is that in which, following the clear understanding of the truths, one

examines the essence of their constituents.

In the stage of ‘highest mundane factors’, which without interruption follows the stage of

appearance, one attains the path of vision (darŸanam›rga). The V›tsıputrıyas maintain that

these four things alone are called good roots (kuŸalamÒla).24

9) In the path of vision (darŸanam›rga), there are twelve moments of mind (cittak˝ana) where one

is called “approacher” (pratipanna). On the thirteenth moment of mind, one is called “fruit of

abiding” (sthitiphala).25

Three minds are dedicated to each truth (satya). [Thus, in regard to the truth of suffering

(du¯khasatya)]:

i) cognition of the doctrine with regard to suffering (du¯khadharmajñ›na) by means of

which one examines the suffering of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu).

ii) presentiment of the doctrine with regard to suffering (du¯khadharmak˝›nti): after

having examined the truth of suffering of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu), one

abandons (prajah›ti) the delusion (moha) that has not yet been abandoned (aprahına)

[in the realm of desire] (for there still is delusion in the higher realms [dh›tu]), by

means of repeated examination.

iii) Subsequent cognition with regard to suffering (du¯kh›nvayajñ›na): by examining

together the suffering of the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and of the formless realm

(arÒpadh›tu), one exhausts the truth of suffering in all three realms.

                                                

21 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 28 a. Cf. LVP, KoŸa, v. F 13-14.
22 Masuda: “Characteristics (lak˝a˚a).”
23 Vasumitra, thesis 7.
24 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 48 b, and Oyama, III, p. 48 b. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 165-169.
25 Vasumitra, thesis 7; Vinıtadeva, thesis 4.
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The thirteenth mind is either a mind that is continuous (santati) with the subsequent

cognition with regard to the path (m›rg›nvayajñ›na) or a mind of clear understanding of the

four truths all together. After having successively passed through [the first twelve minds],

one obtains the fruit (phala), and then, likewise, successively, the second and the third

fruits.26

10) The object of cognition (jñeya) is expressible (abhil›pya) and inexpressible (anabhil›pya).27

11) One should not say that extinction (nirv›˚a) is truly identical with all factors, nor that it is

truly different.28

This is a corollary of thesis 1 above. If the person (pudgala) is neither identical with nor

different from the factors, his extinction is necessarily neither identical with nor different

from them.

12) One should not say that extinction (nirv›˚a) really exists or does not really exist.29

This is a corollary of the preceding thesis. <118>

13) The perfected being (arhat) can retrogress (parih›yati) from arthatship (arahattva).30

 It was said by the Blessed One:

O monks, five factors (dhamma) lead to (sa˙vattanti) to retrogression (parih›na) of the

monk liberated limited by the occasion (samayavimutta). – What are these five? – The fact

of taking pleasure in worldly action (kamm›r›mat›), the fact of taking pleasure in talk

(bhass›r›mat›), the fact of taking pleasure in sleep (nidd›r›mat›), the fact of taking

pleasure in company (sa˚gha˚ik›r›mat›), [the fact of taking pleasure in vain fancies

(papañca)].31 As the liberated (vimutta) mind (citta) does not observe (paccavekkhati) them,

in truth, O monks, these five factors lead to the retrogression of the monk liberated

limited by the occasion.

14) The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) are the five praxis-oriented faculties of faith

(Ÿraddhendriya ), diligence (vıryendriya), mindfulness (sm¸tındriya), concentration

(sam›dhındriya) and discrimination (prajñendriya), due to their intrinsic nature (svabh›va).32

                                                

26 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 49 ab LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 179-185.
27 Vinıtadeva, thesis 5. Lacking any commentary, the meaning of this proposition remains enigmatic.
28 Bhavya, thesis 6.
29 Bhavya, thesis 7.
30 Kath›vatthu, I, 2.
31 LS: The fifth point is missing in Bareau. Inserted from Aºguttara, iii. 293.
32 Vibh›˝›, T 1545, p. 8 b.
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Unaided, these five praxis-oriented faculties are good (kuŸala) by their intrinsic nature. It is

because they are mixed with them that the others may also be said to be good. It is because

they are based on these five praxis-oriented faculties that the noble persons (›rya) are

distinguished from other people, and not because they are based on the other faculties. As

the sÒtra says:

There are five praxis-oriented faculties that increase resolution. Because they are

cultivated and because they are practiced equally and fully, one completely realizes

liberation (vimukti).33

15) The person (pudgala) cognizes (j›n›ti) the factors (dharma).34

16) Cognition (jñ›na) is only a member of the path (m›rg›nga) and consciousness (vijñ›na) is only

a member of existence (bhav›˚ga).35

The sÒtra indeed says that right view (samyagd¸˝˛i) is a member of the path, whereas

consciousness has the conditioned factors (sa˙sk›ra) as object.36

17) One single eye (cak˝us) sees (paŸyati) visual forms (rÒpa).37

18) It is only in regard to the person (pudgala) that the contaminants (anuŸaya) have the meaning

(artha) of growing (anuŸayana).38

It is the person, not the mind (citta), etc., that is at the same time endowed with and devoid

of contaminants, for it is that [person] that is fettered or unfettered.39

19) Extinction (nirv›˚a) is at the same time ‘those in training’ (Ÿaik˝a), ‘those beyond training’

(aŸaik˝a) and ‘those neither in training nor beyond training’ (nevaŸaik˝an›Ÿaik˝a).40

20) The ten contaminants (anuŸaya) that are to be abandoned by vision (darŸanena prah›tavya) in

the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) constitute the nature (bh›va) of the ordinary person

(p¸thagjana).41

                                                

33 Vibh›˝›, T 1545, p. 8 b.
34 Ibid, p. 42 c. No line of argument is mentioned.
35 Ibid, p. 44 b.
36 Ibid, p. 44 b.
37 Ibid., p. 62 a. No line of argument is mentioned.
38 Ibid., p. 110 b.
39 Ibid., p. 110 b.
40 Ibid., pp. 169 a and 8 b. No line of argument is mentioned.
41 Ibid., pp. 231 b and 8 b; on p. 8 b, it is said that the contaminants are dissociated (viprayukta).
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The nature of the ordinary person is included in the desire realm. This defiled nature

(kli˝˛abh›va) is to be abandoned by vision. It is included (sa˙grahita) in the aggregate of

formations (sa˙sk›raskandha) associated (sa˙prayukta) with the mind (citta).42

21) The fetters (sa˙yojana), that which is fettered (sa˙yojanıya) and the person (pudgala) are

real.43

22) Sound (Ÿabda) is a ripened effect (vip›kaphala).44 <119>

It is said in the sÒtras that the Bodhisattva, having abandoned coarse bad speech during his

previous existences, obtains the heavenly sound (brahmasvara ) because of the

accomplishment of this action. This is why it is said that sound is a ripened effect.

23) All sentient beings (sattva) have two types of losses (›patti ?): the loss of the mind (manas) and

the loss of the object (vastu).45

24) Birth (j›ti) and death (mara˚a) have two types of dominant causes (adhipatihetu): the

defilements (kleŸas) and actions (karman).46

25) Two kinds of factors (dharma) are dominant cause (adhipatihetu) for liberation (vimukti):

insight (vipaŸyan›) and calming (Ÿamatha).47

26) If it is not based (›Ÿraya) on the intrinsic nature (svabh›va) and does not take shame (hrı) as

dominant condition (adhipatipratyaya), the good law (saddharma) does not accompany man.48

27) The roots (mÒla) of the defilements (kleŸa) are of two types: perpetually, they are in operation

according to all sentient beings, and in ignorance (avidy›) there is craving (t¸˝˚›).49

28) There are seven types of places of purity (viŸuddhisth›na).50

29) The object-fields of the cognition of the Buddhas (buddhajñ›na) are dissociated (viprayukta)

from morality (Ÿıla), etc.51

                                                

42 Ibid., pp. 231 b and 8 b; on p. 8 b, it is said that the contaminants are dissociated (viprayukta).
43 Ibid., pp. 288 b and 8 b: no line of argument is mentioned.
44 Ibid., p. 612 c.
45 Vasumitra, supplementary series to the version of Param›rtha, thesis 1. Lacking any commentary, this
thesis remains enigmatic.
46 Ibid., thesis 2. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 307-308.
47 Ibid, thesis 3. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 280 and vii. F 21.
48 Ibid., thesis 4. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 172.
49 Ibid, thesis 5. See Bhavya, thesis of the Dhamottariyas.
50 Ibid., thesis 6.
51 Ibid., thesis 7.
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30) By being based (›Ÿraya) on right understanding that has everything (sarva) as object-support

(›lambana), the Buddhas are able to penetrate all factors (dharma).52

31) There are six types of common factors that are included in cessation (nirodha).53

32) In the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and the formless realm (arÒpadh›tu), there is no entry into

the absolute good (samyaktva).54

33) When the Bodhisattvas are reborn into an intermediate existence (antar›bhava), if they

formerly have given rise to the cognition of destruction (k˝ayajñ›na) and the cognition of

non-arising (anutp›dajñ›na), they can attain the rank of Buddha.55

The V›tsıputrıyas, like the Sammatıyas, therefore, accepted the intermediate existence.

They also accepted that a Bodhisattva could become Buddha in the intermediary existence.

34) The sÒtras expounded by the Tath›gata have three meanings (artha):

i) the revelation of offenses (›patti) [that lead to] birth (j›ti) and death (mara˚a);

ii) the revelation of merits (pu˚ya) [that lead to] liberation (vimukti);

iii) the non-revealable.56

The Buddha’s teaching has therefore, partially, an esoteric meaning.

35) The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) are included (pary›panna) in the realm of

form (rÒpadh›tu) and the formless realm (arÒpadh›tu).57 <120>

Indeed, if on a stage (bhÒmi) there is the noble path (›ryam›rga), on that stage there are these

the highest mundane factors.

36) There are six destinies (gati), including that of the Asuras.58

37) The contaminants (a n u Ÿ a y a ) are formations dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra).59

38) There is only one unconditioned phenomenon (asa˙sk¸ta), namely, extinction (nirv›˚a).60

                                                

52 Ibid., thesis 8.
53 Ibid., thesis 9. The translation is uncertain.
54 Ibid., thesis 10.
55 Ibid., thesis 11.
56 Ibid., thesis 12.
57 Vibh›˝›, TS 1545, p. 14 a; TS 1546, p. 9 b.
58 Ibid., TS 1545, p. 8 b; TS 1546, p. 6 a.
59 Ibid., TS 1545, p. 8 b.
60 LVP: KoŸa, i. F 7, n. 2.
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39) The nature of the ordinary person (p¸thagjanabh›va), bad (akuŸala) bodily action (k›yakarman)

and vocal action (v›kkarman) are to be abandoned by vision (darŸana prah›tavya).61

The nature of the ordinary person is an undefiled (akli˝˛a) and indeterminate (avy›k¸ta) factor

(dharma). Bad bodily or vocal action, ripened as a bad destiny (durgati), is form (rÒpa). Now,

the quality of an ordinary person and the action that causes a bad destiny are in

contradiction with the path of vision (darŸanam›rga). They must therefore be abandoned by

vision.

40) Bodily manifest action (k›yavijñapti) is movement (gati), for it occurs when there is

movement, not when there is no movement.62 <121>

                                                

61 Ibid., i. p. 79.
62 Ibid., iv. p. 4.
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C. CHAPTER XVI: THE SAMMATÊYAS

All the old sources agree in considering the Sammatıyas as one of the four sects stemming from

the V›tsıputrıyas, either the third (sources of the North-West) or the fourth (Ceylonese sources).

According to the former, their appearance would date back to the middle of the 3rd century after

the Nirv›˚a, or the middle of the 2nd century B.C. In reality, no definite trace of their existence

is found before the 2nd century A.D. If, as Param›rtha claims, the schism that gave rise to them

was provoked by a discussion concerning the Abhidharmapi˛aka of the V›tsıputrıyas, it is

necessary to date their appearance back to the 1st century before or after our era.

Following the orthographies and the translations, their name may mean: those who live in

harmony, or those who should be respected (P›li, sa˙matıya), those who are assembled, or equal

(P›li, samitıya), those who have a correct measure, or the equal ones (sa˙mitıya). According to

Bhavya (1st list), their name would come from their teacher Sa˙mata. K’ouei-ki explains that, as

the meaning (artha) of the very profound (sugambhıra) law (dharma) that they uphold is correct,

without error, highly esteemed, correctly measured, they were given this name.63

Only two inscriptions attest to their presence, the one at Mathur› from the 2nd century A.D.,64

the other at S›rn›th in the 4th century, where they had replaced the Sarv›stiv›dins who

themselves had supplanted the Sthaviras previously.65

From the beginning of the 7th century, their importance had become so significant that Hiuan-

tsang, I-tsing and Vinıtadeva considered them to be the preeminent school of the V›tsıputrıyas,

grouping all the sects of this branch under their name.

In the second quarter of the 7th century, Hiuan-tsang encountered more or less important groups

of them in the entire middle Ganges valley, where they totaled some 12,000 monks living in

about 80 monasteries, more than 5,000 in fifteen monasteries in the lower Ganges, 20,000 in

hundreds of monasteries in M›lava, 6,000 in a hundred monasteries at Valabhı, 20,000 in

hundreds of monasteries in the Indus delta.66 According to Hiuan-tsang, it was the most

numerous group with more than 60,000 monks out of 220,000 in all. In the last years of the

7th century, I-tsing noticed them especially in western India, at La˛a and at the Sindhu, where

they were by far the most flourishing sect, at Magadha in eastern India, and in small numbers

in the south, but neither in Ceylon nor in northern India. Always, according to I-tsing, a few of

them were encountered in the Sonde islands and an important group at Champa where they

predominated.67 According to Bhavya (1st list) and Vinıtadeva, at this time they68 were divided

                                                

63 K’ouei-ki, II, p. 6 b.
64 H. Sastri: Epigraphia Indica, vol. XIX (Calcutta, 1927-8), p. 67.
65 Hultzsch: Epigraphia Indica, vol. VIII (Calcutta, 1905-6), p. 172.
66 See detail above, 1st part, chap. III.
67 Takakusu: A Record of the Buddhist Religion, pp. xxiv, 8 seq.
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into two schools, the <122> Avantakas and the Kurukulas. These two names can be made clear

geographically: the Avantakas perhaps being the Sammatıyas from Avanta or Avanti, i.e., the

region situated north of the Narbada and east of the lower Indus; the Kurukulas, “those of the

Kuru family”, may have been the Sammatıyas residing in the territory of the ancient

Kuruk˝etra, i.e., on the upper Ganges around Sth›neŸvara. The sister of the famous king Har˝a

⁄ıl›ditya who was clearly from the lineage of the princes of Sth›neŸvara, is said to have revered

the sect of the Sammatıyas especially,69 and on the other hand, Hiuan-tsang found, at the same

time, numerous monks of this sect in the region.

According to I-tsing, their Tripi˛aka contained only 200,000 stanzas (Ÿloka), 30,000 of which were

of the Vinayapi˛aka alone.70 The bottom of their monastic robe was cut in an irregular shape, they

slept in a kind of enclosure delimited by ropes and serving as a shared dormitory.71 They

draped their lower robe in the way of Indian women, pulling back the right edge over the left

side allowing the end sections to hang freely.72

According to certain late Tibetan works, they had as patron the ŸÒdra Up›li, the famous scholar

who recited the Vinayapi˛aka at the Synod of R›jag¸ha. Their language was PaiŸ›cı or rather

Apabhra˙Ÿa. Their outer robe was made up of twenty-one to twenty-five sections of fabric or

from five to twenty-one sections. Their emblem was an areca flower. Their names ended

preferentially with –d›sa and –sena, but sometimes also with -Ÿıla, -hari, -candra and –guhya.73

Of all their literature, there remains for us only the Chinese translation of the

Sammatıyanik›yaŸ›stra, a rather short work, obviously post-canonical, which gives us some

precious information on the Sammatıya doctrine,74 and a short treatise on the Vinaya.75

According to Param›rtha, the Sammatıyas formed one of the four schools stemming from the

V›tsıputrıyas who, dissatisfied with the Abhidharma of ⁄›riputra, the Abhidharmapi˛aka of the

latter, composed treatises (Ÿ›stra) to complete the meaning of the sÒtras. They “… explained the

                                                                                                                                          

68 The names of these two schools are not certain for they correspond poorly to the translations, both
Tibetan and Chinese, given by the Mah›vyutpatti.
69 Watters: On Yuan-chwang’s travels, I, p. 346. Hiuan-tsang says elsewhere that she was, on the contrary, an
ardent Mah›yanist: Grousset: Sur les traces du Bouddha, p. 196.
70 Takakusu: A Record of the Buddhist Religion, pp. xxiv and 8.
71 Ibid., p. 7.
72 Ibid., pp. 66-67.
73 Lin Li-Kouang: Introduction au Compendium de la Loi, pp. 176-181 and 205-208.
74 T 1649, translated between 350 and 431.
75 T 1641.
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Abhidharma of ⁄›riputra, completing the meaning of it—in the places where it is insufficient—by

means of the meaning of the sÒtras”.76

Vasumitra tells that the schism must have been due to differing explanations given by the four

sects of the following stanza (g›th›):

Being already liberated, one retrogresses again.

The retrogression comes from passion; one returns again.

Having obtained the place of calm joy, this is happiness.

If one follows the practices of happiness, this is perfect happiness.

Commenting on this passage by Vasumitra, K’ouei-ki explains that, according to the

Sammatıyas, six types of persons correspond to the four fruits (phala):

1)  those who are liberated (vimukta), i.e., the “stream-enterer” (srot›panna) who has

obtained liberation (vimukti);

2) those who go from family to family (kula˙kula), i.e., the one who heads for the second

fruit;

3) those who have obtained the fruit of the once-returner (sak¸d›gamin);

4) those who have no more than one separation <123> (ekavıcika);

5) those who will never return here any more (an›gamin);

6) the perfected beings (arhat).

The first quarter-verse (p›da) points out those who are liberated but who can retrogress into

delusion.

The second quarter-verse points out those who go from family to family, the fourth persons,

who can retrogress because of desire (k›ma), and the third persons, who will return to this world.

The third quarter-verse points out the fifth persons [who will not return to this world].

The fourth quarter-verse points out the perfected beings (arhat).77

The tradition of the Sammatıyas cited by Bhavya attributes to them only one thesis which is

given as fundamental:

What should exist (bhavanıya) and what does exist (bhava), what should cease (nirodhavya) and

what has ceased (niruddha), what should arise (janitavya) and what has arisen (j›ta), what

should die (mara˚ıya) and what is dead (m¸ta), what should be done (k¸tya) and what is done

(k¸ta), what should be liberated (moktavya) and what is liberated (mokta), what should go

                                                

76 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, p. 58.
77 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 30 ab. Cf, LVP, KoŸa, vi. F 195-230.
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(gantavya) and what goes (g›min), what should be understood (vijñeya) and consciousness

(vijñ›na) exist.

Lacking any commentary, the exact meaning of this thesis escapes us. Nevertheless, it seems

correct that it deals with the ontological problem.

Only Vinıtadeva and, above all, the Kath›vatthu inform us in some detail about their doctrines.

Here are their theses:

1) The person (p u d g a l a ) is apprehended (u p a l a b b h a t i ) as an evident reality

(sacchika˛˛haparama˛˛hena). The person (pudgala) is not truly identical with the aggregates

(skandha). It is not in the aggregates, neither does it exist outside of the aggregates.78

2) The perfected being (arhat) may retrogress (parih›yati) from arhatship (arahatt›).79

3) There is no pure religious life (brahmacariyav›sa) among the gods (deva).80

Among the gods there are no monks who have left the world (pabbajja), who are shaven-

headed (mu˚˜iya), wearing the monastic robe (k›s›vadh›ra) and carrying the begging bowl

(pattadh›ra). The Samm›sa˙buddhas, the Paccekabuddhas, the pairs of chief disciples

(s›vakayuga) are not born among the Gods. Therefore, there can be neither cultivation of the

path (maggabh›van›) nor pure religious life.

4) The defilements (kilesa) are abandoned (jahati) piecemeal (odhisodhiso).81

The “stream-enterers” (sot›panna) and other noble persons desire (icchanti) the abandonment

of the defilements (kilesappah›na) part by part (ekadesena ekadesena), one after the other (odhiso

odhiso), by the vision of suffering (dukkhadassana) and the other truths, by means of different

clear understandings (n›n›bhisamayavasena). The Buddha, moreover, said:

Gradually (anupubbena), little by little (thoka˙ thoka˙), from one instant to the next (kh›˚e

kh›˚e), the intelligent man (medhavı) cleanses (niddhame) his own stains (malamattano) like

a silversmith those of silver (rajata).

5) The ordinary person (puthujjana) abandons (jahati) the attachment to desire (k›mar›ga) and

malice (by›p›da).82

It was said by the Blessed One:

In the past (atıta˙sa) there were (ahesu˙) six famous (yassassı) masters (satth›), spreading

the perfume of virtue (nir›magandha), full of compassion (karu˚›), liberated (vimutta)

                                                

78 Kath›vatthu, I, 1; Vinıtadeva, thesis 1. TS 1649, pp. 462 a-469 b. See thesis 1 of the V›tsıputrıyas.
79 Kath›vatthu, I, 2. See thesis 13 of the V›tsıputrıyas.
80 Ibid., I, 3.
81 Ibid., I, 4.
82 Ibid., I, 5.
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from the fetter of desire <124> (k›masaññojana). Being detached from the attachment to

desire (k›mar›ga), they attained the Brahma-heaven (brahmalokÒpaga). They had several

(aneka) hundreds (satsa) of hearers (s›vaka) spreading a perfume of virtue, full of

compassion, liberated from the fetter of desire. Being detached from the attachment to

desire, the latter have attained the Brahma-heaven.

The ordinary person who has obtained cognition (ñ›˚al›bhı), who is endowed with the clear

understanding of the truths (saha sacc›bhisamaya), who is a non-returner (an›gamin), has

abandoned (pahına) desire and malice.

6) Clear understanding (abhisamaya) is gradual (anupubbha).83

7) In the eighth (a˛˛hamaka) person (puggala), the manifestly active defilements of afflicted views

(di˛ ˛h ipar i tu˛˛h›na ) and the manifestly active defilements of afflicted doubts

(vicikicch›pariyu˛˛h›na) are abandoned (pahına).84

In the approacher of the fruit of “stream-enterer” (sot›pattiphala), two manifestly active

defilements (pariyu˛˛h›na), those of afflicted views (di˛˛hi) and afflicted doubt (vicikicch›) are

abandoned because of the non-existence of their present operation (samud›c›r›bh›vato).

8) The divine eye (d ibbacakkhu ) is the fleshly eye (ma˙sacakkhu) based on factors

(dhammÒpatthaddha).85

The divine eye is only the fleshly eye based on the factors of the fourth meditation

(catutthajjh›na). No proof of this thesis is mentioned.

9) Merit (puñña) arisen from enjoying the use of something (paribhogamaya) grows (va˜˜hati).86

The Buddha said:

For those who give (dadanti) something to drink (papa), a well (udap›na) or asylum

(upassaya), the merit increases (pava˜˜hati) by day (div›), by night (ratta), always (sad›).

In another sutta, the Buddha said:

For the one thanks to whom a monk (bhikkhu) enjoys the use (paribhuñjam›na) of robes

(cıvara), alms-food (pi˚dap›ta), etc., …, there is the result of merit (pun›bhisanda), a good

result (kusal›bhisanda), the sustenance of happiness (sukkhass›h›ra), satisfying maturation

(sukhavip›ka), heaven (sovaggika), leading to heaven (saggasa˙vattanika)…

These gifts consisting of enjoying the use of something are gifts of moral obligation

(deyyadhamma).

                                                

83 Ibid., II, 7. See thesis 4 of the Andhakas.
84 Ibid., III, 5.
85 Ibid., III, 7.
86 Ibid., VII, 5.
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10) There is an intermediate existence (antar›bhava).87

11) There is an individual (attabh›va) endowed with six sense-spheres (sa˘›yatanika) in the realm

of form (rÒpadh›tu).88

12) The bodily action (k›yakamma) originating (samu˛˛hita) from a good (kusala) mind (citta) is

good form (rÒpa). Form is action.89

Bodily action and vocal action (vacıkamma) are precisely manifest (viññatti) form (rÒpa) by the

body (k›ya) or by the speech (vacı). If its origin is good (kusalasamu˛˛h›na), it is good, and if its

origin is bad (akusalasamu˛˛h›na), it is bad (akusala).

13) There is no material (rÒpa) life faculty (jıvitindriya).90

14) The perfected being (arhat) retrogresses (parih›yati) from arhatship (arahatt›) because of his

actions (kammahetu).91 <125>

15) The form (rÒpa) of those who are endowed with the path (maggasama˚gı) is path (magga).92

Right speech (samm›v›c›), right action (samm›kammanta), right livelihood (samm›jıva) are

material and, nevertheless, are part of the Path.

16) The manifest (viññatti) is morality (sıla).93

The bodily manifest action (k›yaviññati) is bodily action (k›yakamma), the vocal manifest

action (vacıviññati) is vocal action (vacıkamma). Now, morality is bodily and vocal action.

Therefore the bodily manifest action and vocal manifest action are morality. Moreover, it

cannot truly be said (na heva˙ vattabbe) that the manifest is a bad state (dussılya).

17) The latent tendencies (anusaya) are indeterminate (aby›kata), non-caused (ahetuka) and

dissociated from the mind (cittavippayutta).94

The ordinary persons (puthujjana) must be said to be endowed with latent tendencies

(s›nusaya) when their minds (citta) stay (vattam›na) good (kusala) or indeterminate (abhy›kata).

But it cannot truly be said (na heva˙ vattabbe) that good and bad (kusal›kusala) factors

(dhamma) come (›gacchanti) face to face (sammukhıbh›va) in them.

                                                

87 Ibid., VIII, 2. See thesis 11 of the PÒrvaŸailas. TS 1649, pp. 469 b-471 c.
88 Ibid., VIII, 7. See thesis 36 of the Andhakas.
89 Ibid., VIII, 9.
90 Ibid., VIII, 10.
91 Ibid., VIII, 11. See thesis 15 of the PÒrvaŸailas.
92 Ibid., X, 1.
93 Ibid., X, 9.
94 Ibid., XI, 1.
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Likewise, as it cannot be said that they are caused (sahetuka) by a cause (hetu), the latent

tendencies are non-caused.

Finally, since it cannot be said that they are associated (sa˙payutta) with the mind (citta), the

latent tendencies are dissociated from the mind.

18) The attachment to form (rÒpar›ga) that adheres closely (anuseti) to the realm of form

(rÒpadh›tu) is included in the realm of form (rÒpadh›tupariy›panna). The attachment to the

formless (arÒpar›ga) that adheres closely to the formless realm (arÒpadh›tu) is included in the

formless realm (arÒpadh›tupariy›panna).95

Since the attachment to desire (k›mar›ga) that adheres closely to the realm of desire

(k›madh›tu) is included in the realm of desire (k›madh›tu), the attachment to form that

adheres closely to the realm of form is included in the realm of form, and the attachment to

the formless that adheres closely to the formless realm is included in the formless realm.

19) Action (kamma) is other (añña) than the accumulation of action (kammÒpacaya).96

What is called ‘accumulation of action’ is other than action dissociated from the mind

(cittavippayutta), indeterminate (abh›kata) and without an object-support (an›ramma˚a).

20) Form (rÒpa) is good (kusala) or bad (akusala).97

Since bodily action (k›yakamma) and vocal action (vacıkamma) are good or bad, bodily

manifest action (k›yaviññatti) and vocal manifest action (vacıviññatti), which is included in

bodily and vocal actions, is good or bad.

21) Form (rÒpa) is maturation (vip›ka).98

Just as the factors (dhamma) minds and mental events (cittacetasika) produced (uppanna) as a

result of performing (katatta) actions (kamma) are <126> maturation, the form produced as a

result of performing action is maturation.

22) There are intermediate stages (antarika) between the meditations (jh›na).99

In the fivefold method (pañcakanaya), there are five distinct (vibhatta) meditations, and only

(kevala˙) three concentrations (sam›dhi) indicated (udi˛˛ha). The appearance (ol›sa) of the

concentration devoid of initial inquiry but endowed only with investigation

(avitakhavic›ramatta), which is placed between (antare) the first and second meditations, is

called intermediate stage of meditation.

                                                

95 Ibid., XIV, 7.
96 Ibid., XV, 11.
97 Ibid., XVI, 7.
98 Ibid., XVI, 8.
99 Ibid., XVIII, 7.
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23) The aggregates (skandha) remain steady even at another time.100

24) The attachments (r›ga) do not arise by way of the gate (dv›ra) of the five consciousnesses.

Neither are [the five consciousnesses] separate from the attachments.101

25) The path of vision (darŸanam›rga) has twelve moments of mind (cittak˝›˚a). Beyond that, one

remains oriented on the fruit (phalasthita).102

26) The object of cognition (jñeya) is both expressible (abhil›pya) and inexpressible

(anabhil›pya).103

27) The object-support condition (›lambanapratyaya) of a consciousness (vijñ›na) is that which

gives rise to it (janayati).104

28) The bodily manifest action (k›yavijñapti) is movement (gati).105

29) The characteristics (lak˝a˚a) must be attributed to a certain prolonged state.106

30) There is a factor ‘non-disappearance’ (avipra˚›Ÿa) that is dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayukta).107

This ‘non-disappearance’ is, without doubt, the same as what Candrakırti defines thus:

When action arises, there also arises in the stream a factor dissociated from the mind,

indeterminate (avy›k¸ta), destroyed by cultivation (bh›van›), which is called ‘non-

disappearance’, which produces the effect of the action.108

Most of the theses defended by the V›tsıputrıyas should also be attributed to the Sammitıyas.

According to T›ran›tha, the school of the Avantakas had disappeared by the 7th century.109

Only the school of the Kaurukulakas subsisted until the time of the P›la kings (9th-10th

century.)110 The whole system of this latter school was influenced by the Mah›y›na from the 7th

                                                

100 Vinıtadeva, thesis 2. Lacking any commentary, the meaning of this thesis is enigmatic. It seems to
contradict thesis 4 of the V›tsıputrıyas.
101 Ibid., thesis 3.
102 Ibid., thesis 4.
103 Ibid, thesis 5. Lacking any commentary, the meaning of this thesis is enigmatic.
104 LVP: Siddhi, p. 43.
105 Ibid., p. 48.
106 Ibid., p. 67.
107 Ibid., p. 71.
108 LVP: KoŸa, ix. F 295, n. 4.
109 Schiefner: T›ran›tha, p. 175.
110 Ibid., p. 274.
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century in which T›ran›tha indicates Vimuktasena as their teacher at that time, who was born

near Jv›laguh›, between the MadhyadeŸa and the South.111 <127>

                                                

111 Ibid., p. 138.
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D. CHAPTER XVII: THE DHARMOTTARÊYAS

All the traditions agree in considering them as the first of the sects stemming from the

V›tsıputrıyas. According to the sources of the north-west, they appeared about the middle of the

3rd century E.N.

Their name means ‘those who are superior (uttara) in regard to the Dharma’. According to

K’ouei-ki, they derived their name from their founder Dharmottara who was a Vinaya master,

or else, having a supramundane (lokottara) law (dharma), they were superior (uttara) to other

beings (sattva), whence their name: superior as to the Dharma.112 The MañjuŸrıparip¸cch›sÒtra113

and Bhavya (1st list) likewise assert that their name came from their founder Dharmottara,

Vinaya master.

According to Param›rtha, the Dharmottarıyas were one of the four sects who supplemented the

Abhidharmapi˛aka of the V›tsıputrıyas, also called ⁄›riputr›bhidharma or Dharmalak˝a˚›bhidharma in

nine parts, with the treatises (Ÿ›stra), basing themselves on the meaning of the SÒtras.114

The Sammatıya tradition cited by Bhavya places them, next to the Bhadray›nıyas, in the sub-

group of the Mah›giriyas, those who live in the great mountains (mah›giri).

Inscriptions of the 2nd century of our era attest to their presence at K›rle, Soparaka and Junnar,115

in the mountains of the Bombay area, which may without doubt be identified with the

Mah›giris of whom we have already spoken.

We know little of their doctrine. According to Bhavya, they maintained the same thesis as the

Bhadray›nıyas, that is to say:

In birth (j›ti), there is ignorance (avidy›) and birth; in cessation (nirodha), there is ignorance

and cessation.

In the absence of any commentary, it is difficult to interpret this proposition which seems very

commonplace for Buddhism.

According to Vasumitra, they taught a special interpretation of the following stanza:

Having already been liberated, one falls back again.

Falling back is due to passion; one comes back again.

Having attained the place of calm joy, this is happiness.

Following the practices of happiness, this is complete happiness.

                                                

112 K’ouei-ki: II, p. 6 b.
113 T.S. 468, p. 501 b.
114 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 23 and 58.
115 Hultzsch: Ep. Ind., vol. VII, 1902-3, p. 54-55; Lüders: Ep. Ind., vol. X, 1912, Appendices, no. 1094, 1095,
1152; Burgess: ASWI, vol. IV, 1883, pp. 91-93.
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In his commentary, K’ouei-ki clarifies their opinion on this point: the Arhant has the dharmas of

retrogression (parih›ni), stability (sthiti) and progress; the first two lines concern retrogression,

the third concerns stability and the fourth, progress.116 <128>

                                                

116 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 29b-30a. Cf. LVP.: KoŸa, VI, pp. 253 seq.
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E. CHAPTER XVIII: THE BHADRAYfiNÊYAS

All the sources agree in considering the Bhadray›nıyas as one of the sects stemming from the

V›tsıputrıyas and name them always as second, immediately after the Dhamottarıyas.

According to the sources of the north-west, they appeared about the middle of the 3rd century

E.N.

Their name means ‘those whose path (y›na) is happy (bhadra)’.117 According to K’ouei-ki, Bhadra

would be the name of the teacher of the school and y›na would mean ‘descent, heritage’. This is

how he interprets the translation used by Hiuan-tsang, hien-tcheou. According to him, the name

should then be understood as ‘[spiritual] descendence from the Arhant Bhadra’.118

Param›rtha tells us that the Bhadray›nıyas were one of the four sects that supplemented the

Abhidharmapi˛aka of the V›tsıputrıyas, also called ⁄›riputr›bhidharma or Dharmalak˝a˚›bhidharma in

nine parts, with the treatises, basing themselves on the meaning of the SÒtras.119

The Sammatıya tradition cited by Bhavya places them, next to the Dharmottarıyas, in the sub-

group of the Mah›giriyas, i.e., those who live in the great mountains (mah›giri).

Inscriptions of the 2nd century of our era attest to their presence at Nasik and Kanheri in the

mountains situated in the Bombay area,120 which are undoubtedly the Mah›giris who have just

been mentioned.

We know little of their doctrine. According to Bhavya, they maintained the same thesis as the

Dharmottarıyas, that is to say:

In birth (j›ti), there is ignorance (avidy›) and birth; in cessation (nirodha), there is ignorance

and cessation.

According to Vasumitra, they had a special interpretation of the following stanza:

Having already been liberated, one falls back again.

Falling back is due to passion; one comes back again.

Having attained the place of calm joy, this is happiness.

Following the practices of happiness, this is complete happiness..

In his commentary, K’ouei-ki clarifies the opinion of the Bhadray›nıyas on this point: the first

two lines should apply to the perfected being (arhat) who can thus <129> retrogress; the third

                                                

117 Bhavya, 1st list.
118 K’ouei-ki, II, p. 6 b.
119 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 23 nd 58.
120 Hultzch: Ep. Ind., vol. VIII, 1905-6, pp. 61-62; Lüders: Ep. Ind., vol. X, 1912, Appendice no. 987, 1018;
Burgess: ASWI, vol. IV, London, 1883, pp. 110-111.
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line would be concerned with the Pratyekabuddhas and the last line would refer to the Buddhas

themselves.121

Finally, the K›thavatthu ascribes one thesis to them:

1) The clear realization (abhisamaya) of the four truths (sacca) and the fruits (phala) is progressive

(anupubbena).122 <130>

                                                

121 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 30 a. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, VI, p. 267 and n. 2.
122 Kath›vatthu, II, 9. See thesis 4 of the Andhakas.
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F.  CHAPTER XIX: THE SA≤≤AGARIKAS OR SA≤ÆAGIRIYAS

All the traditions agree in considering them as the last sect stemming from the V›tsiputrıyas.

According to the sources of the north-west, they appeared towards the middle of the 3rd century

C.E.

Their name means ‘those of six (˝a˝) cities (nagara)’. It is often interpreted, especially in Chinese,

as ˝a˚˜agir iya , ‘those who live on the mountain (giri) of brushwood (˝a˚˜a)’. The

MañjuŸrıparip¸cch›sÒtra, which refers to this last form, interprets it as the name of their

residence.123 K’ouei-ki interprets the form translated by Hiuan-tsang, ‘sect of the mountain of

dense forest’, by saying that the Sa˚˜agiriyas derived their name from the place of residence of

their teacher, a thick forest with luxuriant vegetation and situated near a mountain.124

According to Param›rtha, the Sa˚˚agarikas were one of the four sects that supplemented the

Abhidharmapi˛aka of the V›tsıputrıyas, also called ⁄›riputr›bhidharma or Dharmalak˝a˚›bhidharma in

nine parts, with the treatises (Ÿ›stra), by basing themselves on the meaning of the SÒtras.125

The tradition of the Sammitiyas cited by Bhavya states that opinions were divided on the

question of whether the Sa˚˚agarikas were attached to the Sammatıyas or to the Mah›giriyas

(Dharmottarıyas and Bhadray›nıyas).

We do not know the extent of their geographic domain. Undoubtedly they lived in the west of

India with the other sects of the same group.

Only Vasumitra and K’ouei-ki tell us a little about their doctrine. They interpreted the stanza in

a distinct way:

Having already been liberated, one falls back again.

Falling back is due to passion; one comes back again.

Having attained the place of calm joy, this is happiness.

Following the practices of happiness, this is complete happiness.

According to K’ouei-ki, they interpreted it as follows: There are six kinds of ‘those beyond

training’ (aŸaik˝a), i.e., Arhants, who are characterized, respectively, by (1) retrogressing

(parih›˚i), (2) will (cetan›), (3) guarding (anurak˝an›), (4) abiding (sthit›), (5) penetrating

(prativedhan›) and (6) unshakability (akopya);126 those who are already liberated is the second one;

those who can fall back is the first one; those who fall again into the passions as a result of their

                                                

123 T. S. 468, p. 501b.
124 K’ouei-ki: II, p. 7 a.
125 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 23 and 58.
126 Cf. LVP: KoŸa, VI, pp. 251seq.
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fall is the third one; those who return is the fourth one; the third line concerns the fifth one and

the last line the sixth one.127 <131>

                                                

127 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 30 b.
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G. CHAPTER XX: THE VAIBHfi¡IKA SARVfiSTIVfiDINS

The Sarv›stiv›dins along with the Therav›dins are the two sects that we know the best. The

Sarv›stiv›dins have transmitted to us, particularly through their Chinese and Tibetan

translations, their entire Tripi˛aka as well as their main post-canonical works, the entire set

making up a mine of information of inestimable value.

They broke away from the Sthavira trunk after the Haimavatas and the V›tsıputrıyas. Although

the data of the problem of their origin are extremely clouded, a certain number of clues tend to

place the schism which gave birth to them in the reign of AŸoka, in 244 or 243 B. C., following a

synod held at P›˛aliputra under the chairmanship of a certain Maudgaly›yana or Moggaliputta,

which rejected the theory of the sarv›stiv›da in the name of orthodoxy.

Their name means “those who teach that everything (i.e., notably the past, the future and the

present) exists (sarvam asti)” and thus shows that they have the specific defense of this thesis as

their origin.

According to Param›rtha, on the death of K›ty›yanıputra, the Sthaviras split into two sects, the

Sthaviras and the Sarv›stiv›dins. “The reason for this schism was that the Sth›virıya school

propagated the sÒtras only; they took the sÒtras as the correct norm” whereas “the Sarv›stiv›da

school, on the contrary, professed that nothing was superior to the Abhidharma, and

propagated this Basket to the detriment of the other two.”128 – K’ouei-ki cites another

explanation: the schism might have been due to the fact that some Sthaviras had, at that time,

rejected the five theses of Mah›deva.129 – But these two explanations do not really have any

value, for they are based on the tradition of the Sarv›stiv›dins represented by Vasumitra,

which classifies all the Sthaviras—with the exception of only the Haimavatas—amongst the

Sarv›stiv›dins. We have seen that this is a grossly inexact presentation.130

Their history is very poorly known to us, despite their extensive literature. It is not without

very great difficulties that one can extract—from the vast collection of legends that they have

handed down to us—some facts that can offer an assured historical value.

Profiting from the extension of AŸoka’s empire and probably also because of the defeat of the

Sarv›stiv›dins at the P›˛aliputra synod,131 one among them, Madhy›ntika, went to convert

Kashmir,132 which became, for 1,000 years at least, their principal stronghold. This Madhy›ntika

                                                

128 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 53-54.
129 K’ouei-ki, II, p. 4 a.
130 See above, Part I, chap. I. [pp. 24-25].
131 As it is suggested by the account in Vibh›˝› TS 1545, pp. 511c-512a.
132 Przyluski: Concile de R›jag¸ha, pp. 2-3, 46-61, 339-42; Mah›va˙sa, XII, beginning.
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was a disciple of finanda and belonged originally to the community of Mathur›.133 The region

of Mathur› and even the whole of the <132> upper basin of the Ganges and the Yamun›

between this city and Sth›neŸvara remained always a home of the Sarv›stiv›dins, but they

were not alone there. In the middle of the 2nd century A. D., they benefited greatly from the

generosity of the famous king Kani˝ka. Inscriptions dating from the latter’s reign confirm this

fact.134 At that time, the Sarv›stiv›dins were present in the region of Peshawar in the west of

Kashmir, at Mathur› and at ⁄r›vastı, one of the holy cities of Buddhism. At that time, as these

inscriptions tell us, the Sarv›stiv›din Tripi˛aka was completed. The legend places a synod under

Kani˝ka, undoubtedly peculiar to the Sarv›stiv›dins, in which either their Abhidharmapi˛aka or

the enormous commentary on it, the Vibh›˝›, had been set down.135 And yet, the latter text itself

tells us that it was composed quite a long time after Kani˝ka’s reign. La Vallée Poussin rightly

remarks that the oldest account that we have of this synod does not name the king under whose

reign it took place and deduces from that that “probably the king did not convene the synod

and that there had been no synod.” It is possible that this synod had been a particular reunion

of the Sarv›stiv›dins held in Kashmir in the 1st or at the beginning of the 2nd century A. D.136 in

which the Canon of this sect was set down. This reunion would be the counterpart—among the

Sarv›stiv›dins of Kashmir—of the reunion held under king Va˛˛ag›mani of Ceylon during

which (about 15 A. D.) the Tipi˛aka of the Ceylonese Therav›dins was set down. According to

Param›rtha, it was K›ty›yanıputra who presided over the synod of Kashmir. The later

Kashmirian tradition attributes to Vasumitra the supervision of the compilation of the

Mah›vibh›˝›. We have no means to verify these two assertions. One fact is certain: a small

Abhidharma treatise, clearly post-canonical, having been translated in the middle of the 2nd

century A. D. by Ngan Che Kao;137 at that time the compilation of the treatises of this

[Sarv›stiv›din] order had already begun for some time. One would not be too far mistaken in

taking the setting down of the Sarv›stiv›din Tripi˛ika back to the 1st century A. D. The Vibh›˝›

attributed to K›ty›yanıputra138 can be dated around the year 100, and the Mah›vibh›˝›

attributed to Vasumitra, the plan of which is clearly different and which makes up an enormous

volume, may be dated around the year 200.139

                                                

133 Przyluski: Op. cit., pp. 50-53, 56-60.
134 Sten Konow: C. I. I.: vol. II, part I: Kharo˝˛hı inscriptions, pp. 48-49, 137, 145, 155; Hultzsch: Epigraphia
Indica, vol. VIII, pp. 181, 176, 177, 179.
135 Cf: LVP: L’Inde aux temps des Maurya, pp. 326-8, which gives references; Przyluski: Op. cit., p. 206.
136 Since the inscriptions at S›rn›th and ⁄r›vastı mention the Sarv›stiv›din Tripi˛aka in [reference to] the 3rd

year of Kani˝ka’s reign. Cf. Hultzsch, note above.
137 TS 1557. The state of the language used by the translator leaves no doubt about the time when he lived.
138 TS 1547. Translated into Chinese in 383 by Sa˙ghabhÒti.
139 TS 1546, partially translated into Chinese by Buddhavarman and Tao-t’ai in 439; TS 1545, completely
translated by Hiuan-tsang in 658-659.
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The Mah›vibh›s› frequently quotes the names and the doctrines of several Sarv›stiv›din

masters, thus providing in regards to them a terminus ad quem. There are, above all, P›rŸva,

Vasumitra, Ghosaka, Buddhadeva, Dharmatr›ta and another scholar designated only by his

title of Bhadanta.140 Others are quoted much more rarely: KuŸavarman, Ghosavarman, Drava,

Dharadatta, Dharmanandin, Dh›rmika, SubhÒti, PÒr˚asa, Bakkula, V›maka, ⁄amadatta,

Sa˙ghavasu, Buddharak˝ita. Amongst them, there are many who were more or less under the

influence of the Sautr›ntikas.141

The Mah›vibh›˝› moreover points out that in the 2nd century there were several different

schools—of which certain ones were more or less <133> breakaway [schools]—among the

Sarv›stiv›dins:

• the orthodox Yuktav›dins;

•  the Abhidharm›c›ryas, i.e., those who understand without error the meaning of the

Abhidharmapi˛aka and oppose the heretical Sautr›ntikas;

• the KaŸmır›c›ryas, masters of the Kashmir school;

•  the Gandh›r›c›ryas, teachers of the Gandh›ra school, who perhaps may be identified

with the P›Ÿc›tıyas, those of the West, and with the BahirdeŸakas, the foreigners.

Therefore, among the Sarv›stiv›dins also, geographical dispersion was one of the principal

causes of division.

At an indeterminate time somewhere between the beginning of our era and the year

400 A. D.,142 there lived successively three masters who worked on a treatise entitled

Abhidharmas›ra or Abhidharmah¸daya: DharmaŸrı, UpaŸ›nta and Dharmatr›ta. If this master

should indeed be identified with the Dharmatr›ta so often quoted in the Mah›vibh›s›, as La

Vallée Poussin thinks, and this not without excellent reasons, these three scholars should thus

have lived between the years 0 and 200 of our era, which is in no way impossible.

Nothing precise is known about the actual history of these three different masters. Legends and

confused or even contradictory traditions that mention them do not allow us to take hold of the

slightest historical indication with regard to them. We can assume that in some cases there were

several eminent individuals bearing the same names: several Vasumitras, several

Dharmatr›tas, several Vasubandhus, etc. …

If there is, as it seems, slightly better information on Vasubandhu, who was born in

Puru˝apura, today’s Peshawar, in the center of the main Sarv›stiv›din stronghold, and lived for

                                                

140 Cf. LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F xliii-li, and index.
141 Cf. Chap. XXII below.
142 Cf. LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F lxiii-lxvii. The work of Dharmatr›ta, the most recent of the three, was
translated into Chinese in 433.
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a long time at Ayodhy›, on the borders of MadhyadeŸa and Magadha, [i.e.,] other strongholds

of the Sarv›stiv›dins but less exclusive than the first, the time at which he lived remains

problematic. Two dates have been proposed, 300-350 or 420-500, and we must admit that the

arguments for and against the one and the other make them both equally possible.143

Vasubandhu, who was under certain Sautr›ntika influences, is the author of the famous treatise

entitled AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra. This very important work roused sharp criticism from the orthodox

Sa˙ghabhadra who wrote two voluminous treatises to refute it, the Ny›y›nus›raŸ›stra and the

AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›strak›rik›vibh›˝ya, and who is considered to be contemporaneous with

Vasubandhu. Later, the AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra was commented on by Gu˚amati, YaŸomitra,

PÒr˚avardhana, ⁄amathadeva and Sthiramati. At the beginning of the 6th century at N›land›,

Gu˚amati wrote the Lak˝a˚as›raŸ›stra which was inspired by the AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra. Towards

the end of his life Gu˚amati went to settle at Valabhı, in Gujarat, where he had Sthiramati as a

student. The latter was the teacher of PÒr˚avardhana, who taught the Sarv›stiv›din doctrine to

Jinamitra and ⁄ılendrabodhi. Vasuvarman, author of the Cahu¯satyaŸ›stra, which followed

closely the doctrinal line of Vasubandhu, also lived in the 6th century.

When Hiuan-tsang visited India in the second part of the 7th century, he noted the presence of

Sarv›stiv›dins in numerous places:

• 300 monks at Tamav›sana (region of Sialkot),

• 500 at Matipur (south-east of Sth›naŸvara)

• 500 at Navadevakula (near Kanauj),

• 200 at Ayamukha (between Ayodhy› and Pray›ga),

• 2,000 at V›r›˚ası,

• 200 near N›land›,

• 1,000 at Ira˚aparvata (in the east of N›land›),

• 100 in Bhilmal (in the north of Gujarat) for India proper;

• 2,000 at Karachar,

• 5.000 at <134> Kucha,

• 1,000 at B›luka,

• 300 at Gaz Darah (between Balk and B›miy›n),

• 500 at Khabandha,

• 1,000 at Wu-sa (Pamir),

• 1,000 at Kashgar and

• a few at Niya.

                                                

143 Cf. LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F xxiv-xxviii, which summarizes the discussion and gives references.

See also E. Frauwallner: On the Date of the Buddhist Master of the Law, Vasubandhu, Serie Orientale Roma III,
1951, which distinguishes two Vasubandhus, the second, born about 400 at an unknown place, being the
Sarv›stiv›din master.
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This gives us hardly 16,000 monks living in some 300 monasteries of which there are only 5,000

monks and 50 monasteries in India proper. But it is advisable to add that Hiuan-tsang does not

always specify, far from it, to which sects the monks belonged whom he met along the way. It is

almost certain that the 5,000 monks living in 100 monasteries which he remarks existed in

Kashmir, were Sarv›stiv›dins. There must also have been a large number of Sarv›stiv›dins

among:

• the 2,000 undetermined monks at J›landh›ra,

• the 700 at Sth›neŸvara,

• the 1,000 at ⁄rughna,

• the 2,000 at Mathur›,

• the 10,000 at Kanauj,

• the 3,000 at Ayodhy›,

• the thousands at N›land›,

• the 1,000 of the land of the V¸jjis,

• the 2,000 in Nepal,

• the 3,000 at Pu˚yavardhana.

The testimony of I-tsing, half a century later, allows us to affirm it. In so little time, the situation

could not have changed so much and, if Hiuan-tsang notes the presence of 17,000 Sammatıya

monks in the Ganges basin whereas I-tsing considers that the Sarv›stiv›dins were the most

numerous in this region, we will probably not be much mistaken in estimating the number of

Sarv›stiv›dins residing in this part of India in the middle of the 7th century as about 20,000. It is

not without sadness that Hiuan-tsang notes the devastation of two of the main strongholds of the

Sarv›stiv›dins, Gandh›ra and U˜˜iy›na: almost all the inhabitants are non-Buddhist; there are

there ruins of some 2,500 deserted monasteries, in which formerly there lived perhaps more

than 30,000 monks.144 The decline, due to poorly discernable causes, had been rapid, for Song-

yun, who had crossed this region 110 years earlier, saw it in the full splendor of victorious

Buddhism.145

At the end of the 7th century, I-tsing established the geographic distribution of Sarv›stiv›dins

thus: the North, i.e., Kashmir and neighboring regions, is their almost exclusive stronghold;

they are most numerous at Magadha, i.e., in the basin of the upper and mid-Ganges; they are

encountered besides the other sects in the East, i.e., in Bengal; they have some representatives

in the West, in Gujarat and Malva, and in the South, in the Dekkhan. They are clearly superior

in numbers in the Sonde islands and in the whole of the south of China, and a few are met at

Champa.

                                                

144 Watters: On Yuan-chwang’s travels, I, pp. 199-230.
145 Chavannes: Voyage de Song-Yun, pp. 30-43.
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We are very poorly informed on the subsequent destiny of the Sarv›stiv›dins in India.

According to Taran›tha, they were still represented at the time of the P›la kings (9th to 10th

centuries) by the MÒlasarv›stiv›din school.

In China, the translation of Vasubandhu’s AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra by Hiuan-tsang in 651-654

provoked the appearance of a new sect that took this work as its basis and thus deserves also to

be considered as a Chinese branch of the Sarv›stiv›dins. It remained flourishing until the end

of the 9th century, then declined and disappeared quickly because its doctrine was too scholastic

and too dry for the Chinese taste.146 Its only notable representative was P’ou Kouang, a disciple

of Hiuan-tsang, who composed a commentary on the AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra between 650 and 655

at Tchang-ngan. This sect was introduced to Japan in 658 by the Chinese monks Tchi-tsu and

Tch-ta-tsu, but it has also disappeared from this country for a long time.147

According to certain late texts, the Sarv›stiv›dins had for their teacher R›hula or <135>

R›hulabhadra, a K˝›triya, their language was Sanskrit, their emblem an utpala lotus flower, a

padma lotus flower, a jewel and a leaf of a tree. They wore an outer robe having from twenty-

five to twenty-nine sections or from nine to twenty-five sections of fabric. Their names ended

preferentially with -mati, -Ÿrı, -prabh›, -kırti and –bhadra.148

According to two older works, the Sarv›stiv›dins distinguished themselves through their

erudition and their perspicacity, and propagated the Buddhist Dharma widely. Their garments

were black or dark red.149

I-tsing gives us some information on particular customs of the Sarv›stiv›dins. They cut the

bottom of their robes in a straight line. Each monk had his own cell. They received their alms-

food directly into their hands (i.e., into the begging-bowl which they held in their hands). They

wore their lower robe by folding the end sections of the two sides at the same time. It was made

of one piece of cloth five cubits long and two cubits wide, of silk or of linen.150 Describing

particularly the customs of the Sarv›stiv›dins of whom he was a member, I-tsing also gives

much other information about them.

The Sarv›stiv›din literature is well known to us, for the Chinese and Tibetan translations have

preserved their most important works.

Their Tripi˛aka consists of:

                                                

146 Ch. Eliot: Hinduism and Buddhism, III, pp. 314-315; Id: Japanese Buddhism, p. 173.
147 Id: Japanese Buddhism, p. 212.
148 Lin Li-Kouang: Introduction au Compendium de la Loi, pp. 176-178, 181 and 197-201.
149 TS 1465, p. 900 c; TS 1470, p. 925 c; Lin Li Kouang: Op. cit. Pp. 80-81.
150 Takakusu: A Record of Buddhist Religion, pp. 7, 66, 75.
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I. Vinayapi˛aka (10 items to be recited):151

1-3) Pratimok˝a

4) Saptadharma.

5) A˝˛adharma.

6) K˝udrakaparivarta.

7) Bhik˝u˚ıvinaya.

8) Ekottaradharma.

9) Up›liparip¸cch›.

10) KuŸalaparivarta.

II. SÒtrapi˛aka (4 ›gama):152

1) Dırgha-Agama.

2) Madhyama-Agama.

3) Samyukta-Agama.

4) Ekottara-Agama.

III. Abhidharmapi˛aka (6 p›da):153

1) Jñ›naprasth›na.

2) Sa˚gıtipary›yap›da.

3) Dharmaskandhap›da.

4) Prajñaptip›da.154

5) Vijñ›nak›yap›da.

6) Dh›tuk›yap›da.

7) Prakara˚ap›da.

The most important of the works corresponding to those that constitute the P›li Khuddakanik›ya

also exist, but they were not classified in the Canon. There are also the collections of J›takas and

Avad›nas, a Dharmapada and an <136> Ud›navarga, without counting other works having been

lost today. Let us mention only the Avad›naŸ›taka, the Divy›vad›na, the AŸok›vad›na which are

more especially linked, moreover, to the MÒlasarv›stiv›din school whose enormous Vinayapi˛aka

contains numerous recitations of this order.

The literature of the canonical large commentaries is well represented. If it is reduced to a single

rather short work on the Vinaya,155 we possess two different Vibh›˝›s commenting on the

                                                

151 TS 1435 to 1439 and 1441.
152 There exist in Chinese four complete Agamas and more than 200 different sÒtras. The Dirgh›gama and the
Ekottar›gama are not of Sarv›stiv›din origin. As for the others, it is impossible to say to which exact sect
they could have belonged.
153 TS 1536 to 1544.
154 Tanjur-Mdo, vol. LXII, 2 and 3.
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Abhidharmapi˛aka.156 The more important of these two—the enormous collective work full of

precious information on the doctrines of the various Sarv›stiv›din schools and other sects—is

more precisely a commentary on the Jñ›naprasth›naŸ›stra. Its doctrinal importance was such that

it represented the surest criterion of orthodoxy and gave its name to the most orthodox school of

the Sarv›stiv›dins, the Vaibh›˝ikas.

Apart from these works of canonical nature, we have a whole series of diverse treatises the

doctrinal nuances of which are of great importance for the history of ideas. They can be

classified into groups.

The oldest of these is without doubt that which is represented by three short treatises entitled

Pañcavastu or Pañcadharma, and of which one is attributed to Dharmatr›ta and the other two are

anonymous.157 One of the latter dates from as late as the beginning of the 2nd century A. D.158

All three deal with the classification of factors (dharma) into five classes that are particular to the

Sarv›stiv›dins; mind (citta), mental events (caitta), [formations] dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayukta), form (rÒpa) and unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta).

A second group is made up of the Abhidharmas›ra or Abhidharmah¸daya of DharmaŸrı, UpaŸanta

and Dharmatr›ta.159 These are treatises of medium length all composed along the same plan

and including ten chapters: sense-elements (dh›tu), formations (sa˙sk›ra), actions (karman),

contaminants (anuŸaya), career of the noble persons (›rya), cognitions (jñ›na), concentrations

(sam›dhi), sÒtra, conjoined (sa˙yukta) and treatises (Ÿ›stra).

Apart from these two groups, we should point out three isolated treatises. One bears

Vasumitra’s name, is of medium length and treats the different questions of the Abhidharma in

fourteen chapters.160 The Abhidharm›m¸tarasa by Ghosa, rather short despite its sixteen chapters,

is of the same type as the preceding.161 The Abhidharm›vat›raprakara˚› by Skandhila, the teacher

of Sa˙ghabhadra, is shorter and deals in a very concise way with very diverse Abhidharma

problems.162

                                                                                                                                          

155 TS 1440.
156 TS 1547 and TS 1545 and 1546.
157 TS 1555, 1556, 1557.
158 TS 1557.
159 TS 1550, 1551 and 1552.
160 TS 1549.
161 TS 1553.
162 TS 1554, Tanjur-Mdo, LXX, 5 and 4 (anonymous commentary).
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We must reserve a special place for the Lokaprajñapti, undoubtedly a very old work which is a

Buddhist description of the world, with its kingdoms, its parks, cities, hells, cataclysms. etc. …163

Vasubandhu’s AbhidharmakoŸa in its two forms, k›rik› or verse summary, and Ÿ›stra or bh›sya,

exposition in prose164 is placed in the 4th or 5th century. This work in nine chapters is, thanks to

its translator, La Vallée Poussin, too well known for us to spend too much time on it here. The

extensive <137> literature that it has provoked and which has largely been conserved for us

should be mentioned: commentaries by Gu˚amati, Sthiramati, Pu˚yavardhana, YaŸomitra,165

not to forget the vast Ny›y›nusara by Sa˙ghabhadra who criticized it sharply.166

There remains to be mentioned the Catu¯satyaŸ›stra by Vasuvarman, a treatise of medium

length dealing with the four truths as its title indicates167 and the Lak˝an›nus›ra by Gu˚amati,

much shorter, or rather what remains of it, and which sets forth the sixteen aspects (›k›ra) of the

truths.168

Here are the theses of the Sarv›stiv›dins:

1) Everything (sarva˙) exists (asti). The past (atıta) and the future (an›gata) exist really and as

a real entity.169

This is their fundamental thesis.

(i) The Blessed One said in a sÒtra: “O monks, if past form (rÒpa) did not exist, the learned

noble hearer (Ÿr›vaka) would not ‘not take into consideration’ the past form… If future form

did not exist, the learned noble hearer would not ‘not delight’ in the future form. It is

because future form exists that the learned noble hearer…”.

(ii) And again: “Consciousness (vijñ›na) is produced due to two things. – What are these

two? – The eye sense-faculty (cak˝urindriya) and visible form (rÒpa), … the mental faculty

(manas) and the factors (dharma)”.

(iii) Now it is impossible that, in a same person (pudgala) two minds (citta) exist at the same

time, in particular, that of the object-support (›lambana) to be cognized and that of the

agent of cognition. Therefore, the one will be past when the other will appear and the

latter will still be future at the time when the first will arise. If thus past and future factors

                                                

163 TS 1644, Tanjur-Mdo, LXII, 1.
164 TS 1558, 1559, 1560. Tanjur-Mdo, LXIII and LXIV, 1.
165 TS 1561, Mdo LXV to LXX.
166 TS 1562 and 1563, Mdo, LXIV, 2.
167 TS 1647.
168 TS 1641.
169 Vasumitra, thesis 1; Bhavya, thesis 3. LVP: KoŸa, v. F 49-65. TS 1539, pp. 531 a-537 a; TS 1545, pp. 393 a-
396 b. Kath›vatthu, I, 6.
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did not exist, there could not be a meeting between the agent of cognition and its object-

support, and everything, cognition would be impossible. There is cognition of past and

future factors, notably in the act of recollection and the act of presentiment, which are

common experience. If past and future factors did not exist, this cognition would be

impossible since it would not have an object-support, whereas any cognition must possess

a really existent object-support.

(iv) On the other hand, the same person cannot accomplish an action (karman) and receive

its ripened effect (vip›kaphala) simultaneously. When the action is accomplished, its

ripened effect is a future factor and, when the agent receives this effect, the action that

gave rise to it is a past factor. If past and future factors did not exist, past actions, being

non-existent, would not produce effects.

2) Everything is included (sa˙g¸hıta) in name (n›man) and form (rÒpa) (matter).170

The characteristic (lak˝a˚a) of form (rÒpa) is its coarseness (sthÒlat›). It is easy to know that a

real entity of this kind should be designated as form. The real entity of the other four

aggregates (skandha) and the unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta) is subtle (sÒk˝ma),

hidden, difficult to know. Because [this real entity] presents the appearance of the name, it

is designated as name.171

3) All the sense-spheres of the mental factors (dharm›yatana) are <138> entirely objects of

cognition (jñeya), that which is to be perceived by consciousness (vijñeya) and that which is

comprehensible by super-knowledge (abhijñeya).172

Since the mind (citta) or mental faculty (manas) and mental events (caitta) that make up the

sense-sphere of mental factors, [i.e.,] the specific object of the mental faculty, have the

same real entity (dravya) and the same characteristics (lak˝a˚a), the mental factors are

completely cognizable, perceptible to the consciousness and comprehensible.

4) The characteristics (lak˝a˚a) of birth (j›ti), decline (vyaya),173 continuance (sthiti) and

termination (anityat›), just as ‘that which is disassociated from the mind’ (cittaviprayukta),

are included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the aggregate of formations (sa˙sk›raskandha).174

The characteristics of the conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta), really existing and being

themselves conditioned, must therefore be included in the aggregates just as the ‘factors

                                                

170 Vasumitra, thesis 1; Bhavya, thesis 2; Vinıtadeva, thesis 1. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 94-95; TS 1545, pp. 71 c-75 b.
171 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 11 b.
172 Vasumitra, thesis 3. TS 1537, p. 500 c; TS 1541, p. 646 bc; TS 1542, p. 713 c; TS 1545, p. 976 c.
173 LS: AKB ii. 45 c-d and Masuda have ‘aging’ (jar›).
174 Vasumitra, thesis 3. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 29, 40. TS 1545, p. 198 b.
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disassociated from the mind’. Since neither the ones nor the others can be classified in any

of the other four aggregates, they are therefore included in the aggregate of formations.

5) Conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) are of three types: past (atıta), future (an›gata) and

present (pratyutpanna).175

The [phenomena of the] three times are conditioned because they arise due to causes

(hetu) and conditions (pratyaya) and they have an activity.

6) Unconditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) are of three types: ‘cessation due to discriminative

cognition’ (pratisa˙khy›nirodha), ‘cessation without discriminative cognition’

(apratisa˙khy›nirodha), space (›k›Ÿa).176

7) The characteristics (lak˝a˚a) of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) are distinct and exist

really and as a real entity.177

There are four (and not three, as Vasumitra and Bhavya claim) characteristics of

conditioned phenomena: (i) arising (utp›da), (ii) continuance (sthiti), (iii) decline (vyaya) or

change (anyathatva) and (iv) termination (anityat›) or cessation (nirodha). Each of them really

exists, is itself conditioned and endowed with a distinct intrinsic nature.

8) The truth (satya) of cessation (nirodha) is unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta), but the other three

truths are conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta).178

The truth of cessation, being identical with nirv›˚a , i.e., with cessation due to

discriminative cognition (pratisa˙khy›nirodha), is unconditioned. The other three truths are

not in this way.

9) Clear understanding (abhisamaya) of the four noble truths (›ryasatya) is successive

(anupÒrva).179

The Blessed One has said in a sÒtra : “There is, O householder, successive clear

understanding of the four noble truths, but not single clear understanding (ek›bhisamaya).

Those, O householder, who would say: ‘Without having clearly understood

(anabhisametya) the noble truth of suffering, I will clearly understand (abhisame˝y›mi) the

noble truth of the origin…, I will completely understand the noble truth of the path that

leads to the cessation of suffering’ <139> should not speak in this way.” – For what

                                                

175 Vasumitra, thesis 4. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 11-12; TS 1545, p. 74 b, 85 b, 190 a, 479 a. 919 a.
176 Vasumitra, thesis 4; Vinıtadeva, thesis 3. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 7-11; TS 1537, p. 505 a; TS 1541, p. 627 a; TS 1542,
p. 694 ab; TS 1545, p. 65 a.
177 Vasumitra, thesis 4; Bhavya, thesis 5. LVP: KoŸa, ii, F 226 seq. TS 1545, p. 198abc.
178 Vasumitra, thesis 4. TS 1536, p. 392 a; TS 1545, pp. 34 c, 985 b.
179 Vasumitra, thesis 5; Bhavya, thesis 6. LVP: KoŸa, vi, F 185-188 and vii, p. 31. TS 1545, p. 533 ab and 405 a-
406 a. Kath›vatthu, II, 9. See thesis 4 of the Andhakas.
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reason? – It is as unsuitable (asth›na) and impertinent (anavak›Ÿa) to say ‘Without having

understood…‘ as to say, O householder: ‘Without having established (aprati˝˛h›pya) the

foundations (mÒlapada) of the top storey (kÒ˛›g›ra) or of a room situated on the top storey

(kÒ˛›g›raŸ›l›), I will establish (prati˝˛h›payi˝y›mi) the walls (bhitti) of it. Without having

established the walls, I will establish the ceiling (talaka). Without having established the

ceiling, I will establish the roof (chadana).’ One must not speak in this way.”

And again: “The one who would say in this way: ‘Not having ascended the first flight

(prathamasop›naka˜evara) of a staircase (sop›na) of four flights (catu¯ka˜evara), I will ascend

(abhirok˝y›mi) the second (dvitıya). Not having ascended the second…’ must not speak in

this way. – For what reason? – It is also unsuitable and impertinent to say…”.

And again: “In this way, here too, there is no reason (sth›na) that, not having seen

(ad¸˝˛v›) the truth of suffering, one could see (drak˝yati) the truth of the origin… The noble

finanda spoke thus: ‘What then, O Venerable One, is the successive clear understanding

of the four noble truths?’ – … All the same, O finanda, as with the one who would say:

‘Not having ascended the first (prathama) stairs of a staircase (ni¯Ÿre˚ıp›da) of a staircase

(ni¯Ÿre˚ı) of four stairs (catu˝padik›), I will ascend the terrace (pr›s›da)…’ …, because of the

variety of the aspects (›k›ra) of the four truths, it is impossible to maintain that clear

understanding takes place at one single time because ‘one does not see the origin, etc., …

under the aspects of suffering’. Moreover, clear understanding does not consist just in

seeing the generic characteristics of the truths such as their aspect of nonself (an›tm›k›ra),

but in seeing the particular inherent characteristics of each of them, and that in all stages

of the path, ’for one cultivates the truths in the same way as one has envisioned them’.

10) By leaning on the concentrations of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›) and wishlessness (apra˚ihita)

together, one can enter into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the absolute

good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma).180

The two concentrations concern the aspects (›k›ra) of the truth of suffering (du¯khasatya).

The concentration of emptiness has as object the two aspects: ‘empty’ (ŸÒnya) and ‘non-self’

(an›tman), and the contemplation of wishlessness has the two aspects: ‘impermanent’

(anitya) and suffering (du¯kha). Therefore, when one leans on these two concentrations, one

concentrates on the four aspects of the truth of suffering and thus one enters in this way

onto the path of liberation.

11) By meditating on desire (k›ma), one can enter into the ‘assurance [of the eventual

attainment] of the absolute good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma).181

                                                

180 Vasumitra, thesis 6; Bhavya, thesis 7. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 184-195. TS 1545, pp. 538 a seq.
181 Vasumitra, thesis 7. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 195 and 232.
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12) When one has entered into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the absolute

good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma), at the time of the first fifteen arisings of mind (cittotp›da), one is

called “approacher” (pratipanna), at the sixteenth mind, one is called “fruit of abiding”

(sthitiphala).182

In regard to the truth of suffering, one successively produces:

i) a presentiment of cognition of the doctrine (dharmajñ›nak˝›nti) with regard to

suffering in the realm of desire (k›madh›tu), which is the entry into the ‘assurance

[of the eventual attainment] of the absolute good’;

ii) a cognition of the doctrine (dharmajñ›na), having the same object;

iii) a subsequent presentiment of the cognition (anvayajñ›nak˝›nti) with regard to

suffering of the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu); <140>

iv) a subsequent cognition (anvayajñ›na), having the same object.

The same for the other three truths, thus sixteen minds in all. But the sixteenth mind no

longer belongs to the path of vision (darŸanam›rga) since there is nothing more to be seen

that has not been seen. It meditates on the truth as it has been seen, and thus belongs to

the path of cultivation (bh›vanam›rga).

13) The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) are a single instantaneous mind

(ekak˝a˚ikacitta). The highest mundane factors are determined (niyata) and without

retrogression (parih›˚i), whereas the three factors of preparation (prayoga) are with

retrogression.183

14) The ‘stream-enterer’ (srot›panna) does not retrogress (parih›˚i), but the perfected being

(arhat) does retrogress.184

15) All perfected beings (arhat) do not obtain the cognition of non-arising (anutp›dajñ›na).185

Only the unshakable (akopya) perfected beings (arhat), those who do not retrogress

(parih›˚i), obtain the cognition of non-arising. The other five perfected beings, being

susceptible of retrogression, cannot obtain it.

16) [Even] the ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) are able to abandon desire (k›ma) and malice

(vy›p›da).186

                                                

182 Vasumitra, thesis 6. Bhavya, thesis 8. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 179 seq. and 191 seq.
183 Vasumitra, thesis 7. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 163-179. TS 1545, pp. 20 b-22 c. A very long discussion, impossible to
summarize here.
184 Vasumitra, thesis 8; Bhavya, theses 4 and 10. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 251-257. TS 1545, pp. 931 b, 933 seq.
Kath›vatthu, I, 2. See thesis 13 of the V›tsiputrıyas.
185 Vasumitra, thesis 9. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 240.
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By the mundane path (laukikam›rga), one can also abandon certain contaminants (anuŸaya).

It is said in the sÒtras that Udraka R›maputra, one of the secular masters that the Buddha

had accompanied before his Awakening, had abandoned the defilements (kleŸa) of the

realm of desire (k›madh›tu), the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and the first three stages of the

formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu) and that he was reborn in the perception-sphere of neither

conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana).

17) [Even] the non-Buddhists (tırthika) are able to obtain the five super-knowledges

(abhijñ›).187

18) Among the gods (deva) there is pure conduct or the religious life (brahmacary›).188

19) In seven equipoises (sam›patti) the limbs of enlightenment (bodhya˚ga) can be obtained,

not in the others.189

These seven equipoises are the four meditations (dhy›na) and the three lower formless

(›rÒpya) equipoises. In the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) and in the highest formless

equipoise, there are neither limbs of enlightenment nor members of the noble path

(m›rg›˚ga) because in these two places, the pure (an›srava) path does not exist. The highest

formless equipoise is never pure because of the weakness of the extremely subtle

conception (sa˙jñ›) that alone remains therein and that prevents one from meditating on

the path.

 20) All the meditations (dhy›na) are included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the applications of mindfulness

(sm¸tyupasth›na).190

The ‘stages leading to penetration’ (nirvedhabh›gıya) of the preparation (prayoga) for the

noble path (m›rga) are the foundations of mindfulness. The path of vision <141>

(d a r Ÿ a n a m › r g a ) is, in its nature, the application of mindfulness of factors

(dharmasm¸tyupasth›na). The applications of mindfulness are discrimination (prajñ›) by

nature, thus contributing to enlightenment (bodhi) and belonging the essential members

(aºga) of the meditations.

21) Without leaning on the meditations (dhy›na), one can enter the ‘assurance [of the eventual

attainment] of the absolute good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma) and obtain in this way the fruit of

arhatship (arhattvaphala). 191

                                                                                                                                          

186 Vasumitra, thesis 10; Bhavya, thesis 11. TS 1545, pp. 264 b, 741 c.
187 Vasumitra, thesis 11; Bhavya, thesis 12. LVP: KoŸa, vii. F 97-100.
188 Vasumitra, thesis 12; Bhavya, thesis 13.
189 Vasumitra, thesis 13. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 290 seq; viii. F 144-145 and 181-182. TS 1545, pp. 497 b seq. and
321b seq.
190 Vasumitra, thesis 13. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 153-161 and 283-289. TS 1545, pp. 945 a seq.
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Bodhisattvas and self-enlightened ones (pratyekabuddhas) enter into the ‘assurance [of the

eventual attainment] of the absolute good’ by directly leaning on the fourth meditation

and entirely or partially on the four stages leading to penetration (nirvedhabh›gıya). The

Bodhisattva does not enter into the equipoise of cessation (nirodhasam›patti) before

attaining enlightenment (bodhi).

22) If one leans on the bodies of the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and the formless realm

(›rÒpyadh›tu), although one can experience (s›k˝ıtkury›t) the fruit of arhatship

(arhattvaphala), one cannot enter into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the

absolute good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma). If one leans on the body of the realm of desire

(k›madh›tu), not only can one enter into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the

absolute good’, but one can also experience the fruit of arhatship.192

In the realm of form and the formless realm, one can produce the cognition (jñ›na) but not

the presentiment (k˝›nti), one can produce the subsequent cognition (anvayajñ›na) but not

the cognition of the doctrine (dharmajñ›na), and, furthermore, one cannot experience

suffering (du¯kha) there. For all these reasons, when one resides in these higher realms,

one cannot enter into the path of liberation. On the other hand, if one has already entered

it during a previous existence, one can continue to progress there until obtaining the fruit

of arhatship. It is only in the realm of desire that the necessary conditions for entering into

the path are realized.

23) The inhabitants of Uttarakuru have no detachment (vir›ga) and noble persons (›rya) are

not born there. Neither are [the noble persons] born among the gods without conception

(asa˙jñideva).193

Uttarakuru is the northern continent in Buddhist cosmology. Its inhabitants live in perfect

happiness without experiencing any suffering with which they might be disgusted, which

would encourage them to detach themselves from the passions. The gods without

conception are the gods of the fourth stage of the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) corresponding

to the fourth meditation (dhy›na). During their extraordinarily long life without

conception, they can only exhaust the maturation of their previous good actions without

becoming detached from the world and progressing along the path.

24) The four noble fruits of religious life (Ÿr›ma˚yaphala) are not necessarily obtained

gradually [i.e., one after the other]. If one has already entered into the ‘assurance [of the

eventual attainment] of the absolute good (samyaktvaniy›ma), by leaning on the mundane

                                                                                                                                          

191 Vasumitra, thesis 13. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 205 seq; iv. F 220-231; vi. F 175-177; viii. F 192-195; TS 1545, pp. 33
ab and 417 c.
192 Vasumitra, thesis 14; Bhavya, thesis 15. TS 1545, p. 33 c.
193 Vasumitra, thesis 15. TS 1545, p. 33 bc. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 174; iv. F 104, 182-183, 205. K’ouei-ki, III, p. 17 a.
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path (laukikam›rga), one experiences (sak˝ıtkaroti) the fruits of being a once-returner

(sak¸d›g›miphala) and of a non-returner (an›g›miphala).194

The person who enters into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the absolute

good’ is immediately destined to any of the first three fruits according to the number of

fetters (sa˙yojana) he has <142> already previously cut through by means of the

mundane, i.e., non-Buddhist, path. If he has not broken any of the fetters or has broken

from one to five of them, he is destined to the fruit of stream-enterer (srot›panna). If he has

broken six to eight fetters before having entering into the ‘assurance [of the eventual

attainment] of the absolute good’, he is immediately destined to the fruit of once-returner.

If he has previously abandoned the defilements of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) or the

other realms including in it the perception-sphere of nothingness (›kiñcany›yatana), he is

immediately destined to the fruit of non-returner. In this way the newly converted does

not lose the benefit of efforts accomplished before his conversion.

25) The four applications of mindfulness (sm¸tyupasth›na) can include all the factors (dharma).195

It is said in a sÒtra: “All factors, that is to say, the very four applications of mindfulness”.

The four applications of mindfulness are, indeed, the body (k›ya), sensation (vedan›), mind

(citta) and factors (dharma), i.e., everything that can serve as object-support of the mind

(manas).

26) All the contaminants (anuŸaya) are completely mental events (caitta), associated with the

mind (cittasa˙prayukta) and ‘having an object-support’ (s›lambana).196

27) All the contaminants (anuŸaya) are entirely included in the manifestly active defilements

(paryavasth›na), but all the manifestly active defilements are not included in the

contaminants.197

28) The nature (bh›va) of the members (aºga) of dependent origination (pratıtyasamutp›da) is

necessarily conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta).198

Since dependent origination is included in the threefold world of which it is the

fundamental law, it can only be conditioned like it. Moreover, if it is by basing one’s

judgment here on the fixedness of the nature that one wants to prove the unconditioned

                                                

194 Vasumitra, thesis 16. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 243. TS 1545, p. 278 b.
195 Vasumitra, thesis 17. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 158-162. TS 1545, p. 936 c-937 a.
196 Vasumitra, thesis 18. LVP: KoŸa, v. F 4 seq. TS 1545, pp. 257 b, 110 ab.

Masuda: “All the anuŸayas (dormant passions) are caitasika: (they) combine with the mind (cittasamprayukta).
(Therefore they can also become) objects of thought (›lambana).”
197 Vasumitra, thesis 19. LVP: KoŸa, v. F 73, 81, 89-91.
198 Vasumitra, thesis 20. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 77-78. TS 1545, p. 116 c.
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character of dependent origination, then one should also recognize as well the form (rÒpa),

the four fundamental material elements (mah›bhÒta), the aggregates (skandha), etc., …, as

being unconditioned, since each of them always retains its intrinsic nature (svabh›va). Now

they are manifestly conditioned. Therefore dependent origination is conditioned.

29) [Certain] members (aºga) of dependent origination (pratıtyasamutp›da) also operate in the

perfected being (arhat).199

It is easy to show that certain members of dependent origination, such as consciousness

(vijñ›na), sensation (vedan›), name-and-form (n›ma-rÒpa), the six sense-sources (˝a˜›yatana),

contact (sparŸa), play a rôle in the perfected being’s life.

30) In the perfected beings (arhat), there is an increase (vardhana) of meritorious actions

(pu˚yakarman).200

When a perfected being has committed an action producing merit, he makes sure that, by

the power of the meditation and of the one-pointedness of the mind, this action produces a

retribution (vip›ka), not in enjoyment (bhoga) in another life since he must no longer be

reborn, but in the life-force (›yus), i.e., in the increase of the present life.

31) It is only in the realms of desire (k›madh›tu) and of form (rÒpadh›tu) that there is an

intermediate existence (antarabhava).201 <143>

The intermediate being who makes thus the passage from one existence to the next is

made up, like every living being, of five aggregates (skandha). Its existence is proved by

the fact that one cannot have here any discontinuity in time and space between the place

and moment of death and those of rebirth, and therefore it must be that the two existences

belonging to the same stream are linked in time and space by an intermediate stage. The

intermediate being is the Gandharva the presence of which is necessary at conception in

the same way as the fecundity and union of the parents. Furthermore, the ‘one who

obtains nirv›˚a in the intermediate existence’ (antar›parinirv›yin) is a never-returner

(an›gamin) who obtains parinirv›˚a during the intermediary existence. As for the heinous

criminal guilty of one of the five ‘offenses with an inmmediately successive retribution’

(›nantarya), he passes in the same way through an intermediate existence after which he is

reborn necessarily in hell.

32) The five sense consciousnesses (vijñ›na) are endowed with attachments (sar›ga) and are

lacking in detachment (avir›ga).202

                                                

199 Vasumitra, thesis 21; K’ouei-ki, iii. pp. 17b-19a.
200 Vasumitra, thesis 22. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 120-121. TS 1545, p. 656 b.
201 Vasumitra, thesis 23. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 31-50. TS 1545, pp. 352 a seq and 356 c seq.
202 Vasumitra, thesis 24; Bhavya, thesis 17, maintains the contrary. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 58.
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33) The five sense consciousnesses (vijñ›na) take on only their particular inherent

characteristics (svalak˝›˚a)203 and have no conceptual construction (vikalpa).204

The five sense consciousnesses are specialized as to their respective sense-spheres (›yatana)

and not as to the different real entities (dravya) that these sense-spheres can contain, for

example, blue, yellow, red, etc., … They do not take on generic characteristics, like the

mental consciousness (manovijñ›na) which plays a centralizing role. They are free of

‘conceptual construction consisting of examining’ (nirÒpa˚›vikalpa), i.e., of unconcentrated

discrimination (prajñ›), of the sense-sphere of mental consciousness, and of ‘conceptual

construction consisting of recollection’ (anusmara˚avikalpa), i.e., of memory associated with

mental consciousness. But they are endowed with ‘conceptual construction in its intrinsic

nature’ (svabh›vavikalpa), i.e., with initial inquiry (vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra).

34) The factors (dharma) minds (citta) and mental events (caitta) really exist. They have an

object-support (s›lambana). The intrinsic nature (svabh›va) is dissociated from the intrinsic

nature (svabh›vaviprayukta). Mind is dissociated from mind (cittaviprayukta).205

The first part of the thesis is a corollary of the doctrine that everything exists (sarv›stiv›da)

(thesis 1). Mind and mental events having object-supports, their activity is efficient. Mind

is dissociated from mind because in one and the same body two minds cannot be

produced at the same time.

35) There is a mundane (laukika) right view (samyagd¸˝˛i).206

Mundane right view is the discrimination (prajñ›) associated (sa˙prayukta) with the good

(kuŸala) but impure (s›srava) mental consciousness (manovijñ›na).

36) The five praxis-oriented faculties (indriya) of faith (Ÿraddha), etc., … are both mundane

(laukika) and supramundane (lokottara).207

37) There are two indeterminate (avy›k¸ta) factors (dharma).208

                                                                                                                                          

Masuda: “The five consciousnesses […] (conduce to) passion (sar›ga); (they) do not (conduce to) freedom
from passion (vir›ga).”
203 Masuda: “(Their functions are) only to perceive (lit. to take) the individual aspects (svalak˝a˚a) (of their
external correlatives): (they have) no thinking (faculty) (avikalpa) at all.”
204 Vasumitra, thesis 24, LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 39 and i. F 19-20 and 60-61. TS 1545, pp. 64-66, 219 b and 610 a.
K’ouei-ki, III, p. 19 b.
205 Vasumitra, thesis 25. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 177. TS 1545, pp. 270-271.
206 Vasumitra, thesis 26. Bhavya, thesis 16. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 80-81.
207 Vasumitra, thesis. 26. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 118-120. TS 1545, p. 7 c. See thesis 189 of the Therav›dins.
208 Vasumitra, thesis 27. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 53 seq.; iv. F 31, 35, 105-6, etc. TS 1541 and 1542, passim.
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Like most of the sects of the Small Vehicle, the Sarv›stiv›dins accepted <144> the

existence of indeterminate factors, i. e., neither good (kuŸala) nor bad (akuŸala) and not

bearing any [karmic] effect.

38) The perfected beings (arhat) also have factors (dharma) that do not belong either to those in

training or to those beyond training (naivaŸaik˝an›Ÿaik˝a).209

These factors are impure (s›srava) factors.

39) The perfected beings (arhat) obtain the meditations (dhy›na) but do not [all] achieve

manifesting them clearly.210

It is by means of the four fundamental equipoises (maulasam›patti) that the perfected

beings get rid of the defilements. As soon as they are on the path of liberation

(vimuktim›rga), they obtain the fundamental meditations. Nevertheless, they cannot

manifest them in a clear way or examine them in depth and know to which specific class

they belong.

40) The perfected beings (arhat) [still] experience (bhuj) the ripening (vip›ka) of their former

actions (pÒrvakarman).211

The perfected beings, and even the Buddha, continue to experience the effects of their

former actions.

41) There are [even] ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) who die with a good (kuŸala) mind (citta).212

42) When one is in concentration (sam›dhi), one does not die.213

43) The liberations (vimukti) of the Buddhas and of their disciples are identical, but the three

vehicles (y›na) each have distinctive characteristics.214 The loving-kindness (maitrı),

compassion (karu˚›), etc., … of the Buddhas does not take sentient beings (sattva) as object-

support (›lambana).215

                                                

209 Vasumitra, thesis 28. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 6-7 and 58; vii. F 24-25.

Masuda: “For Arhants there are things which are no longer to be learnt and things which are (still) to be
learnt (naivaŸaik˝an›Ÿaik˝adharma).”
210 Vasumitra, thesis 28. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 166 seq. TS 1545, pp. 822 c. Oyama, III, p. 20 a.

Masuda: “Arhants all gain the (four fundamental) dhy›nas: they cannot all (however), realize (lit.
manifest,—abhivya˙j) (the fruition of) dhy›na.”
211 Vasumitra, thesis 28. TS 1545, p. 655 ab. Oyama, III, p. 20 ab.
212 Vasumitra, thesis 29. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 133-136; iii. F 133. No proof is given.
213 Vasumitra, thesis 30. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 132.
214 Vasumitra, thesis 31. TS 1545, pp. 162 ac and 735 bc.
215 Vasumitra, thesis 31. TS 1539, pp. 543 c-545 b.
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Since sentient beings do not exist as persons (pudgala) but as unstable groups of

aggregates (skandha), the loving-kindness, compassion, etc., … of the Buddhas cannot be

aimed at the sentient beings themselves but at the streams of impermanent aggregates

that are wrongly designated as sentient beings.

44) As long as they attach themselves to existence (bhava), sentient beings (sattva) cannot

obtain final liberation (vimukti).216

It seems that this is a corollary of the rejection of the doctrine of the person (pudgalav›da).

45) The Bodhisattvas are necessarily ordinary persons (p¸thagjana), because their fetters

(sa˙yojana) are not yet abandoned (prahı˚a). As long as they have not entered into the

‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the absolute good’ (samyaktvaniy›ma), they have

not gone beyond (samatikr›manti) the stage of the ordinary person (p¸thagjanabhÒmi).217

46) Sentient beings (sattva) are merely the provisional designation (prajñapti) of the stream

(sa˙tati) of successive existences (bhava).218

47) All conditioned factors (sa˙sk›ra)219 are destroyed in each moment (k˝›˚ikaniruddha).220

48) Nothing transmigrates (sa˙kr›mati) from this world here (asm›llok›t) to another world

(para˙ loka˙). To say that the person (pudgala) transmigrates is <145> merely a figure of

speech. As long as life lasts, the conditioned factors (sa˙sk›ra) are gathered together.

When there is cessation without remainder (aŸe˝anirodha), the aggregates (skandha) stop

being transformed (pari˚amanti).221

49) There are supramundane meditations (dhy›na).222

The four pure (an›srava) fundamental meditations (mauladhy›na) are called supramundane.

50) Initial inquiry (vitarka) can [also] be pure (an›srava).223

In the first pure meditation (dhy›na), initial inquiry exists.

                                                

216 Vasumitra, thesis 31.
217 Vasumitra, thesis 32. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 206; iii. pp.129-130. TS 1545, pp. 780 ac.
218 Vasumitra, thesis 33. LVP: KoŸa, chap. ix. TS 1539, pp. 537 a-547 c. Bhavya, thesis 1.

Masuda: “(The term) ‘sentient being’ (sattva) is a provisional name (which is applied to) the actual
continution (sant›na) of up›d›na.”
219 Masuda: “Here this term means the sa˙sk¸ta-dharmas.”
220 Vasumitra, thesis 34. LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 4.
221 Vasumitra, thesis 35. LVP: KoŸa, chap. ix. TS 1539, pp. 537 a-547 c.
222 Vasumitra, thesis 36. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 146 seq. and 170-173. TS 1545, pp. 820-821. Oyama, III, p. 22 a.
223 Vasumitra, thesis 37. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 147. TS 1545, p. 219.
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51) The good (kuŸala) is a cause of existence (bhavahetu).224

It is because of the maturation of good actions that one is reborn among the various gods.

52) In the state of concentration (sam›dhi), one cannot utter words (vacibheda).225

53) [Only] the eightfold (a˝˛›ºgika) noble path (›ryam›rga) forms the wheel of the Dharma

(dharmacakra). When the Tath›gatas speak, they do not always turn the wheel of

Dharma.226

54) The Buddha cannot expound all factors (dharma) by means of one single utterance or

sound (svara).227

55) All the words (v›c) of the Buddhas are not in accordance with the truth (yath›rtha).228

56) All the sÒtras delivered by the Buddha do not have a completely explicit meaning

(nıt›rtha). The Buddha himself said that there are sÒtras the meaning of which is not

explicit.229

57) The steam-enterer (srot›panna) and the once-returner (sak¸d›g›min) do not obtain the

meditations (dhy›na).230

Indeed, they have not yet abandoned desire (k›ma).

58) Concentration (sam›dhi) is the continuity of the mind (cittasantati).231

Concentration that is able to last for a very long time without being interrupted is defined

as the continuity of mind during all this time.

59) The five praxis-oriented faculties (indriya) of faith (Ÿraddha), etc., … are both impure

(s›srava) and pure (an›srava).232

The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) have the intrinsic nature (svabh›va) of the

five praxis-oriented faculties. Now these highest mundane factors can be found among all

sentient beings (sattva). Therefore the five praxis-oriented faculties can also be found

among the impure sentient beings.

                                                

224 Vasumitra, thesis 37. Oyama, III, p. 22a. TS 1545, p. 820 c.
225 Vasumitra, thesis 38. TS 1545, p. 929 c. Oyama, III, p. 22 ab. No proof is mentioned.
226 Vasumitra, thesis 39. TS 1545, p. 911 b-913 a. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 245-249,
227 Vasumitra, thesis 40.
228 Vasumitra, thesis 40.
229 Vasumitra, thesis 40. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 75; ix. F 246. Bhavya, thesis 14, says the opposite.
230 TS 1545, p. 693 bc, 719 c. Bhavya, thesis 9, says the opposite.
231 Kath›vatthu, XI, 6.
232 TS, 1545, p. 7 c.
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60) The nature (bh›va) of the five praxis-oriented faculties (indriya) of faith, etc., … is not

exclusively good (kuŸala).233

The five praxis-oriented faculties are mingled with other factors and have the same basis

(›Ÿraya), same action, same object-support (›lambana), same arising (utp›da), <146> same

continuance (sthiti), same cessation (nirodha), same effect (phala), same uniform outflow

(ni˝yanda), same maturation (vip›ka). Now, these factors are not always good. Therefore the

five praxis-oriented faculties are not always good.

61) The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) are included (pary›panna) only in the

realm of form (rÒpadh›tu).234

They cannot be included in the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) since in it one cannot

definitively abandon the obstructions (›vara˚a) and the fetters (sa˙yojana). They are not

included in the formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu) for one must produce them before entering

into the meditations of this realm.

62) The highest mundane factors (laukik›gradharma) last only a moment (ekak˝a˚ika).235

63) The afflicted view of self (satk›yad¸˝˛i) has a real object-support (›lambana), namely, the five

appropriative aggregates (up›d›naskandha), which it takes for the self (›tman) and that

which relates to the self (›tmanya), and which are real.236

64) One single cognition (jñ›na) cannot cognize all factors (sarvadharma).237

It cannot cognize its intrinsic nature (svabh›va), for it cannot be at the same time its own

cause (hetu) and its own effect (phala), its own agent (kart¸) and its own result (k¸ta),

perceiver and perceived, etc., … It cannot cognize factors (dharma) that are associated with

it, for they have the same object-support (›lambana) and function at the same time. It

cannot cognize the factors that are simultaneous (sahabhÒ) with it, for their characteristics

(lak˝a˚a) are too close.

65) It is the cognition (jñ›na) that cognizes, and not the person (pudgala).238

Since the person is merely a purely provisional designation and not a reality, it cannot

cognize anything.

                                                

233 Ibid., p. 8 b.
234 Ibid., p. 14 a seq.
235 Ibid., p. 20 b seq.
236 Ibid., p. 36 a.
237 Ibid., p. 42 c seq.
238 Ibid., p. 42 c seq.
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66) The cognition (jñ›na) and the consciousness (vijñ›na) are at the same time members of

existence (bh›va˚ga) and members of the path (m›rg›˚ga).239

67) In one and the same person (pudgala), two minds (citta) do not occur at the same time.240

On the one hand, the person does not really exist in anybody, and on the other hand, two

factors [of the same entity] cannot be mutually causes of one another.

68) The cognition (jñ›na) and the consciousness (vijñ›na) occur at the same time.241

69) The two eyes (cak˝us) together see the forms (rÒpa).242

Neither the visual consciousness (cak˝urvijñ›na) nor the discrimination (prajñ›) can see the

forms for they do not have the characteristics of vision (darŸana). Nor is it the complex (eye

and visual consciousness) that sees the forms, for then one would always see, which is not

the case, as experience proves. If only one eye would see and not both together, there

would not be simultaneous perceptions.

70) Names (n›ma), phrases, syllables, etc., really exist and are included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the

aggregate of formations (sa˙sk›raskandha) dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayukta).243

<147>

71) Causes and conditions (hetupratyaya) really exist.244

72) Mind (citta) and mental events (caitta) occur simultaneously.245

Both lean on one and the same faculty (indriya) and objectivize the same object-field

(vi˝aya). Therefore they occur simultaneously.

73) Ignorance (avidy›) and afflicted views (d¸˝˛i) are or are not pervasive (sarvatraga) according

to the case.246

74) Craving (t¸˝˚›), pride (m›na) and mind (citta) are never pervasive (sarvatr›ga).247

75) The five aggregates (skandha) can just as well be ripening causes (vip›ka) as ripened effects

(vip›kaphala).248

                                                

239 Ibid, p. 44 b.
240 Ibid., p. 47 b.
241 Ibid. p. 44 b.
242 Ibid., p. 61 c.
243 Ibid., p. 70 a.
244 Ibid., p. 79 a, 680 c.
245 Ibid., p. 79 c.
246 Ibid., p. 90 c.
247 Ibid., p. 90 c.
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76) Form (rÒpa), mind (citta), mental events (caitta) and formations dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) can just as well be ripening causes (vip›ka) as ripened effects

(vip›kaphala).249

77) The ripening cause (vip›kahetu) the effect (phala) of which has already ripened really

exists.250

78) Factors (dharma) do not occur or cease without causes (hetu).251

79) The craving for non-existence (vibhavat¸˝˚›) should be abandoned (prah›tavya) only by

cultivation (bh›van›).252

80) The nature (bh›va) of mind (citta) is not fundamentally pure (prabh›svara). It is the mind

that has got rid of desire (k›ma), hatred (dve˝a) and ignorance (avidy›) which is liberated

(vimukta).253

The defilements (kleŸa), the nature of which is fundamentally defiled (kli˝˛a) and which are

associated (sa˙prayukta) with the mind, are impure. It is not the defilements that defile the

mind, for they have the same nature as the latter, and since they are impure, the latter is

equally impure. Furthermore, [if it were the defilements that defile the mind], one would

have to accept that the mind was pure before being defiled. In this case, how can one

maintain that the future mind is fundamentally pure? On the other hand, as long as

desire, hatred and ignorance have not been abandoned, the mind cannot be liberated.

81) The three cessations (nirodha) really exist.254

82) The cessation due to impermanence (anityat›nirodha) is conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta).

This is a characteristic (lak˝a˚a) of conditioned phenomena and [cessation due to

impermanence] is therefore conditioned like them.

83) Extinction (nirv›˚a) is defined as not concerning either those in training or those beyond

training (naivaŸaik˝an›Ÿaik˝a).255

Extinction is not an effect (phala) that could be cultivated like the path (m›rga) or the

conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta) fruits of those in training (Ÿaik˝a) and those beyond training (aŸaik˝a).

                                                                                                                                          

248 Ibid., pp 96 a, 263 c.
249 Ibid. p. 96 a.
250 Ibid., pp. 90 b, 263 c.
251 Ibid., p. 103 c.
252 Ibid., p. 138 b. Very lengthy discussion based on the interpretation of a sÒtra.
253 Ibid., p. 140 bc seq.
254 Ibid., p. 161 a. See thesis 86.
255 Ibid., p. 169 a. LS: See KoŸa vi. F 232.
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84) Dream really exists.256 <148>

85) The defilements (kleŸa) are either bad (akuŸala) or indeterminate (avy›k¸ta).257

Because they produce undesirable effects (phala), they are called bad. Craving (t¸˝˚›) and

ignorance (avidy›) can be indeterminate.

86) The characteristics of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸talak˝a˚a) really exist.258

87) The characteristics of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸talak˝a˚a) are exclusively conditioned

(sa˙sk¸ta).259

88) A single instant (k˝a˚a) [of a factor] possesses the three characteristics (lak˝a˚a) of arising

(utp›da), decline (vyaya) and cessation (nirodha).260

The moments of action [of these characteristics] are different: at the moment when a factor

occurs, arising becomes active; at the moment when a factor ceases, decline and cessation

become active. Although the real entity manifests only in a single moment, the activity

[of the characteristics] has a before and an after.

89) Intention (cetan›) and mental speech (manojalpa) are mental events (caitta) factors (dharma)

having distinct intrinsic natures (svabh›va).261

Intention is action (karman): it is mental action (manokarman). Mental speech is

discrimination (prajñ›).

90) Initial inquiry (vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra) are mental events (caitta) factors

(dharma).262

91) All cognitions (jñ›na) objectivize an object-field (vi˝aya).263

92) The body of birth (janmak›ya) of the Buddha is impure (s›srava).264

If the body of birth of the Buddha were pure (an›srava), it would not have given rise to

desire in a woman, hatred in A˚gulim›la, pride in M›naŸrabdha, ignorance in Uruvilv›

K›Ÿyapa.

                                                

256 Ibid., p. 193 b This thesis leans on a group of sÒtras.
257 Ibid., pp. 196 a, 259 c.
258 Ibid., p. 198 a.
259 Ibid., p. 198a.
260 Ibid., p. 200 a.
261 Ibid., p. 216 b seq.
262 Ibid., p. 218 c.
263 Ibid., p. 228 b.
264 Ibid., pp. 229 a, 392 a.
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93) The nature (bh›va) of ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) is included (pary›panna) in the three

realms (dh›tu). It must be abandoned (prah›tavya) by cultivation (bh›van›). It is not defiled

(kli˝˛a). It is included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the aggregate of formations (sa˙sk›raskandha)

dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayukta).265

94) The intrinsic nature (svabh›va) of ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) really exists.266

95) Initial inquiry (vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra) are in the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) and

in the first meditation (dhy›na). Investigation alone without initial inquiry is in the

intermediate meditation (dhy›n›ntara). There is absence of initial inquiry and investigation

in the three higher meditations and in the four formless equipoises (›rÒpya).267

96) Factors (dharma) occur together and not necessarily one after another.268

Each [factor] arises because of its particular inherent characteristic of arising

(svotp›dalak˝a˚a).

97) The two fetters (sa˙yojana) of envy (ır˝y›) and selfishness (matsara) exist only in the realm

of desire (k›madh›tu).269 <149>

98) The nature of the conditions (pratyayat›) really exists.270

If the nature of the conditions did not exist, no factor (dharma) could really exist for the four

kinds of conditions include all factors.

99) The fetters (sa˙yojana) and the fettered factors (sa˙yojanıya)271 really exist, but the person

(pudgala) does not exist.272

100) All factors (dharma) are included (sa˙g¸hıta) in their intrinsic nature (svabh›va); this is the

understanding in the ultimate sense (param›rtha).273

If the inclusion in the nature of another (parabh›va) would be the ultimate sense, the

intrinsic nature of one factor alone would be that of all factors. In that case, when one

factor would occur, all factors would occur, and when one factor would cease, all factors

would cease, which is not the case.

                                                

265 Ibid., p. 231 b.
266 Ibid., p. 231 b.
267 Ibid., p. 269 c, 462 c.
268 Ibid., pp. 270 a, 463 a, 493 c.
269 Ibid., p. 271 b.
270 Ibid. p. 283 ab.
271 LS: See KoŸa ii. F 186.
272 Ibid., p. 288 b.
273 Ibid., pp 306 c, 550 a.
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101) It is only the defiled (kli˝˛a) mind (citta) that can ensure the continuity of existence

(bhavasantati).274

When a male being enters into his mother’s womb, it produces a mind of love towards its

mother and a mind of hatred towards its father. When a female being enters into her

mother’s womb, it produces a mind of love towards its father and a mind of hatred

towards its mother. When a Bodhisattva enters into his mother’s womb, he produces a

mind of love equally towards the father and the mother. But, since it is a mind of love

[and thus endowed with passion], his mind is defiled. Therefore, in every case, it is the

defiled mind that ensures the continuity of existence.

102) All the defilements (kleŸa) ensure the continuity of existence (bhavasantati).275

It is not only love and hatred, but all the defilements that ensure the continuity of

existence.

103) The four fruits of the religious life (Ÿr›ma˚yaphala) are conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta) as well as

unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta).276

104) The person who overcomes the defilements (kleŸa) is not reborn in the higher realms.277

In order to abandon the lower realms and be reborn in the higher realms, it is necessary

to exhaust the defilements.

105) There is form (rÒpa) which is included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the sense-source of factors

(dharm›yatana), namely, the unmanifest (avijñapti).278

106) Vocal sounds (Ÿabda) really exist. Images reflected in water or in a mirror really exist.279

[Vocal sounds and images] have multiple causes which produce them. The sounds are

produced because of the lips, teeth, tongue, palate, trachea, etc. ,… which are struck and

from which the sounds emanate. The images are produced because of the light of the sun

or the moon and of jewels, vases, water, etc., … on which they are reflected. Being

products due to causes, sounds and images really exist. <150>

107) There is no distinction between the nature of time (k›la) and that of the conditioned forces

(sa˙sk›ra).280

                                                

274 Ibid., 309 a.
275 Ibid., 309 a.
276 Ibid., p. 337 a seq.
277 Ibid., p. 355 a.
278 Ibid., p. 383 b.
279 Ibid., p. 390 c.
280 Ibid., pp. 393 a, 700 a.
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Time is the formations, and the formations are time. Time is that, the increase of which

reveals the conditioned forces.

108)  There is no form (rÒpa) in the formless realm (›rÒpydh›tu).281

109) The mental consciousness (manovijñ›na) has object-supports (›lambana) similar to or

different from those of the five sense consciousnesses. It has as well the internal

(adhy›tmika) faculties (indriya) and the other consciousnesses (vijñ›na) as object-supports.282

110) The mind (citta) and mental events (caitta) evolve together and can mutually act as

‘conditions as the equivalent and immediate antecedent’ (samanantarapratyaya).283

Only the mind and mental events are ‘conditions as the equivalent and immediate

antecedent’, because other factors do not produce effects that are equivalent to their

causes.

111) The ‘possessions’ (pr›pti) and ‘non-possessions’ (aprapti) really exist.284

112) The path (m›rga) is conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta).285

One cultivates the Path, but one cannot practice the unconditioned phenomena. Thus the

path is conditioned.

113) Pure (an›srava) presentiment (k˝›nti) is vision (darŸana) and not cognition (jñ›na).286

It is not cognition for, when it is produced, afflicted doubt (vicikits›) is not abandoned,

whereas cognition is produced only when afflicted doubt has been abandoned. By nature

it is examination (upanidhy›na), thus vision.

114) Good (kuŸala) impure (s›srava) discrimination (prajñ›), associated (sa˙prayukta) with the

mental consciousness (manovijñ›na), is seeing (darŸana).287

It belongs to conventional (sa˙v¸ti) right view (samyagd¸˝˛i).

115) Mistaken views (vipary›sa) are of four types only and can be abandoned (prah›tavya) only

by vision (darŸana).288

                                                

281 Ibid., p. 431 b seq. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 135-141.
282 Ibid., p. 449 a
283 Ibid., p. 461 b. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 300.
284 Ibid., pp. 479 b, 550 c-562 a.
285 Ibid., p. 479 c.
286 Ibid., p. 489 b. LVP: KoŸa, vii. F 2.
287 Ibid., p. 5012 ab. LVP: KoŸa, v. F 23 seq.
288 Ibid., p. 536 c. LVP: KoŸa, v. F 23 seq.
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116) In the same mind (ekacitta), there are at the same time,289 cognition (jñ›na) and non-

cognition (ajñ›na), or absence of cognition (na jñ›na) and absence of non-cognition

(n›jñ›na), or afflicted doubt (vicikits›) and assurance (niy›ma), or absence of afflicted doubt

(na vivikits›) and absence of assurance (na niy›ma), or coarseness (sthÒlat›) and subtleness

(sÒk˝mat›), or absence of coarseness (na sthÒlat›) and absence of subtleness (n› sÒk˝mat›).290

117) Outside of intention (cetan›), the intrinsic natures (svabh›va) of bodily actions (k›yakarman)

and vocal actions (v›kkarman) exist distinctly.291

118) Covetousness (abhidhy›), malice (vy›p›da) and false views (mithy›d¸˝˛i) do not have the

intrinsic nature (svabh›va) of action (karman),292

119) Not all actions (karman) can be reversed.293 <151>

There are actions that cannot be atoned by means of good actions, like the actions

entailing an immediately successive ripened effect (›nantaryakarman).

120) Right livelihood (samyag›jıva) and false livelihood (mithy›jıva) have vocal action

(v›kkarman) and physical action (k›yakarman) as their nature.294

Physical and vocal actions, according to whether they are bad or good, produced or not

produced by the passions, make up false livelihood or right livelihood.

121) Sound (Ÿabda) is not a ripened effect (vip›kaphala).295

Sound is not a ripened effect, “for the voice proceeds from a desire for action”.

122) When an action is not yet cleared of defilements (kleŸa), its maturation is not cleared of

defilements either.296

In this case, their maturation can only be abandoned (prah›tvya) by cultivation (bh›van›).

123) Objects of magical creation (nirm›˚avastu) really exist.297

This is, more precisely, a question of the magical bodies which the meditator can produce

in some other cosmic sphere than the one he resides in.

                                                

289 LS: I am not sure whether “à la fois” should not be translated here as “both”.
290 Ibid., p. 547 b.
291 Ibid., p. 587 a. LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 136.
292 Ibid., p. 587 a. LVP, KoŸa, iv. F 136.
293 Ibid., pp. 593 b, 359 b.
294 Ibid., p. 604 c. LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 189.
295 Ibid., p. 612 c. LVP: KoŸa, i. F 68-70.
296 Ibid., 629 a.
297 Ibid., 696 bc.
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124) Contact (sparŸa) really exists.298

If contact did not exist, a link would be missing in the chain of dependent origination

(pratıty›samutpada), and sensation (vedan›) would not occur.

125) The life-force (›yus) does not operate in conformity with mind (citt›nuparivartin).299

Factors (dharma) that operate in conformity with mind necessarily have the same arising

(ekotp›da), same continuance (ekasthiti) and same cessation (ekanirodha) as the mind. Now

this is not the case for the life-force.

126)  There is untimely death (ak›lamara˚a).300

There can be untimely death among the beings of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) who are

not in the two higher equipoises. Among them, the life-force (›yus) is ‘dependent on the

life-stream’ (sa˙t›navartin) and therefore, when the body is harmed, the life-force is

harmed. On the contrary, among beings of the realm of form (rÒpadh›tu) and the formless

realm (›rÒpyadh›tu) and those of the realm of desire (k›madh›tu) who are in the two higher

equipoises, the life-force is such that once they are born, the life-force lasts. In this case,

the body cannot be harmed, the life-force cannot be harmed either. Besides, one does not

die when one is in meditation.

127) There is no mind (citta) in the equipoise of non-conception (asa˙jñ›sam›patti).301

128) In the equipoise of cessation of conception and sensation (sa˙jñ›vedayitanirodha), all minds

have ceased (niruddha).302

129) All the meditations (dhy›na) have members (aºga).303

130) One enters into the ‘assurance [of the eventual attainment] of the absolute good’

(samyaktvaniy›ma) by meditating on the three types of suffering (du¯kha), namely, the

suffering which is suffering (du¯khadu¯khat›), <152> the suffering which is the fact of being

conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta) (sa˙sk›radu¯khat›) and the suffering which is transformation (or

change) (parin›madu¯khat›).304

131) The category (r›Ÿi) of beings (sattva) who are predestined to the perverted (mithyatvaniy›ta)

appears only in the realm of desire (k›madh›tu). The category of beings who are assured

                                                

298 Ibid., 760 b.
299 Ibid., p. 770 c.
300 Ibid., 771 a. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 218.
301 Ibid., pp. 772 c, 774 a. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 200.
302 Ibid., p. 775 a. LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 203.
303 Ibid., p. 814 a. LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 132-133 and 147-161.
304 Ibid., p. 928 a. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 125.
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[in the eventual attainment] of the absolute good (sa˙yaktvaniyata) and that of beings who

are not assured (aniyata) appear in the three realms.305

132) All the fetters (sa˙yojana) are bad (akuŸala) in the three realms (dh›tu).306

The Sarv›stiv›dins stick to the formal teaching of the Buddha.

133) There is no perfected being (arhat) “with the same head” (samaŸir˝in).307

134) There are ten emptinesses (ŸÒnyat›): of the internal (adhy›tma), of the external (bahirdh›), of

the internal-external (adhy›tmabahirdh›), of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta), of

unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta), of that which is without beginning and end

(anavar›gra), of the nature (prak¸ti), of that which is not to be rejected (anavak›ra), of the

ultimate (param›rtha) and of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›).308

135) The atoms (param›nu) are only points without extension. They do not touch.309

136) The atoms, taken individually (pratyeka˙) but when they are assembled together

(sa˙gha˛ita), are the supporting object condition (›lambanapratyaya) of the consciousness

(vijñ›na).310

137) In name and form (n›marÒpa), there is a consciousness (vijñ›na) that is maturation (vip›ka),

therefore indeterminate (avy›k¸ta), and that is produced by karma-formations (sa˙sk›ra), for

the latter exist although they are past.311

138) Non-violence (avihi˙sa) is not the absence of hatred (adve˝a), but it possesses a nature of its

own, namely, goodness.312

139) The four characteristics (lak˝a˚a) are attributed to the instant (k˝a˚a).313

140) The bodily manifest form (k›yavijñaptirÒpa) is shape (sa˙sth›na).314 <153>

                                                

305 Ibid., p. 930 b. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 137-138.
306 Ibid., p. 260 abc.
307 Ibid., p. 929 bc.
308 Ibid., pp. 37 a and 540 a. TS 1656, pp. 27 a and 347 c.
309 Ibid., LVP: Siddhi, p. 39. KoŸa, i. F 89-92.
310 Ibid., LVP: Siddhi, p. 44.
311 Ibid., p. 218.
312 Ibid., pp. 335-336.
313 Ibid., p. 67.
314 Ibid., p. 48.
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H. CHAPTER XXI: THE MÚLASARVfiSTIVfiDINS.

Their name is unknown in all the old lists (the Ceylonese lists, ⁄›riputraparip¸cch›sÒtra,

Vasumitra, MañjuŸrıparip¸icch›sÒtra, the three traditions cited by Bhavya), i.e., all the lists made

up of two main trunks and the single list made up of three trunks. All these lists are earlier

than the 7th century A. D. In the first half even of this 7th century, Hiuan-tsang nowhere

mentions the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins. It is I-tsing who, less than half a century later, is the first to

speak of them, making of them one of the four fundamental sects having as subdivisions the

MÒlasarv›stiv›dins, the Dharmaguptakas, the MahıŸ›sakas and the K›Ÿyapıyas.315 But he

mentions also the Sarv›stiv›dins, in such a way that he does not seem to differentiate between

the latter and the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins.316 If Vinıtadeva, shortly after I-tsing, and later the authors

of the Bhik˝uvar˝›grap¸cch›sÒtra, who adopted the same classification of four trunks, call one of

them the trunk of the Sarv›stiv›dins and not that of the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins, the latter, with the

exception of the former, appear among the sects stemming from this trunk.

Only the Vinayapi˛aka  of this sects has survived. It is clearly distinct from that of the

Sarv›stiv›dins, which has also been preserved for us. It is I-tsing to whom we owe the Chinese

translation of this vast work,317 made according to copies brought back by him from India. The

sole Vinayapi˛aka possessed by the Tibetans is also that of the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins, which was

translated into Tibetan by Jinamitra during the reign of Ralpachan, at the beginning of the 9th

century A.D.318

The latter proves that, at that time and, without doubt, during the previous century, in the part

of India which bordered on Tibet and with which the latter was in direct contact, i.e., Kashmir

and the Ganges basin, the sect of the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins was very definitely predominant. I-

tsing had already pointed out this fact in the last quarter of the 7th century. According to him,

the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins were the most numerous in Magadha, i.e., in the middle Ganges basin,

some of them were found in the west, at L›ta and at the Sindhu, and in the south, and they

were well represented in the east (Bengal), but they were the sole Buddhists in the north (north

of the Punjab and in Kashmir), which for a long time had been the main stronghold of the

Sarv›stiv›dins.319 They made up almost all of the Buddhists in the Sonde islands and some of

them were found in Champa.320

                                                

315 Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion, pp. xxiv, 7, 8, 20, etc.
316 Ibid., pp. 9, 76, 140.
317 TS 1442 to 1459. In all, 200 k’iuan.
318 Ch. Eliot: Hinduism and Buddhism, vol. III, p. 379 and 351. In all 7 works in 13 volumes.
319 Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion, pp. xxiv, 8, 9.
320 Ibid., pp. 10 and 12.
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The literary language used by the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins was Sanskrit, a <154> purer Sanskrit

than that used by the Sarv›stiv›dins, which would indicate that the works of the

MÒlasarv›stiv›dins belonged to a period later than those of the Sarv›stiv›dins.321

Nevertheless, according to detailed but very partial comparative studies, the Vinayapi˛aka of the

MÒlasarv›stiv›dins seems clearly more archaic than that of the Sarv›stiv›dins and even most of

the other Vinayapi˛akas.322 Huber and Sylvain Lévi, followed by Przyluski, have, on the other

hand, recognized in our Vinayapi˛aka the source from which most of the stories of the Divy›vad›na

have been taken.323 To appreciate these facts well, we must remember that, whilst the

Vinayapi˛aka of the MÒlsarv›stiv›dins was translated into Chinese in the first years of the 8th

century by I-tsing, that of the Sarv›stiv›dins had been translated by Kum›rajıva right at the

beginning of the 5th century, 300 years earlier. Therefore it must have been in the 4th century at

the latest and probably much earlier that the two Vinayapi˛akas had already existed together. But

it is quite improbable and even impossible that one and the same sect would have possessed

simultaneously two different Vinayapi˛akas. As no trace of the name of the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins

has been found before the end of the 7th century, it follows that from the 4th century, two

different sects claimed the name of Sarv›stiv›din and possessed, if not perhaps two absolutely

distinct Canons, at least two different Vinayapi˛akas. What we know, moreover, of the history of

the Sarv›stiv›dins, of their tendencies to split up into distinct and more or less rival schools,324

allows us to assume that this was also indeed the case here.

Only Vinitadeva, who does not consider the Sarv›stiv›dins as a distinct sect but as a group of

sects, gives us information about the doctrine of the MÒlasarv›stiv›dins. The latter is not

essentially different from that of the Sarv›stiv›dins: Here are the theses:

1) All conditioned phenomena are included (sa˙g¸hıta) in the [factors of the] three times, in

name (n›man) and form (rÒpa).325

2) Those [conditioned phenomena] that do not belong to the sixth [the sense-sphere of factors

(dharm›yatana), and the unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta) are objects of cognition (jñeya)

and that which is to be perceived by consciousness (vijñeya).326

3) There are three types of unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta).327

                                                

321 Lin Li-Kouang: Introduction au Compendium de la Loi, pp. 198-201 and 221-222.
322 Przyluski: Légende d’AŸoka, pp. 23, 68-69. etc; Hofinger: Concile de VaiŸ›lı, pp. 233-241, etc.
323 Przyluski: Op. cit., p. v-vi, ix, 14, etc.
324 Cf. preceding chapter.
325 Vinıtadeva, thesis 1. See thesis 2 of the Sarv›stiv›dins.
326 Ibid., thesis 2. See thesis 3 of the Sarv›stiv›dins, which is contradicted here, but the negation seems to be
faulty.
327 Ibid., thesis 3. See thesis 6 of the Sarv›stiv›dins.
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4) The defilements (kleŸa) are endowed with equality.328

5) The Munis are of two types. Among them, the sermons (pravacana) and the faculties (indriya)

are very slightly material (rÒpin).329

6) The worship (pÒj›) of a sanctuary (caitya) produces great effect (mah›phala).330

7) In regard to the abandonment (prah›na) of the bad destinies (durgati) by the Bodhisattvas, it

is said that there is a desire (icch›) of two types 331

8) Merit (pu˚ya) accomplishes the accumulation (sambh›ra) of the Path (m›rga).332 <155>

                                                

328 Ibid., thesis 4. The meaning of this thesis remains enigmatic.
329 Ibid., thesis 5.
330 Ibid., thesis 6.
331 Ibid., thesis 7.
332 Ibid., thesis 8.
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I. CHAPTER XXII: THE SAUTRfiNTIKAS OR SA∫KRfiNTIVfiDINS

All the sources agree in considering them as a sect descending late in time from the

Sarv›stiv›dins. The sources of the north-west make it the last-appearing of the classical sects and

place its origin in the 4th century after the Nirv›˚a (≈ 480 B.C.).

The ⁄›riputraparip¸cch›sÒtra distinguishes the Sautr›ntikas from the Saºkr›ntiv›dins as it

distinguishes the K›Ÿyapıyas from the Suvar˝akas, but all the other sources identify them.

According to Param›rtha, they taught that the five aggregates (skandha) transmigrate (saºkr›nti)

from one existence to another, hence their name Saºkr›ntikas, and cease only when one

cultivates the path. As they recognize only the authority of the SÒtrapi˛aka, they are also called

Sautr›ntikas.333

The various recensions used by the translators of Vasumitra’s treatise give some other

information. According to the version of Hiuan-tsang, they venerated finanda as their teacher.

According to the Ts’in version, their founder was called Uttara. According to the Tibetan

version, they were called Uttarıyas because they were superior (uttara) as regards the law

(dharma).

Bhavya (1st and 3rd list) confirms that the Saºkr›ntiv›dins were also called Uttarıyas from the

name of their founder Uttara, a dissident master of the Sarv›stiv›dins.

T›ran›tha affirms that the Saºkr›ntiv›dins, the Uttarıyas and the T›mraŸatıyas were one and

the same school.334

La Vallée Poussin has shown that the Dar˝˛›ntikas, denounced often as heretics in the Vibh›˝›,

are very probably the Sautr›ntikas.335

K’ouei-ki takes up the traditions cited by Param›rtha and adds some information on the origin

of the sect. A master named PÒr˚a elaborated especially the Abhidharma and the Vinaya. He

followed a reaction among certain monks who broke away by taking finanda, the great sÒtra

master, as patron.336

We know nothing of their domain, apart from the fact that Hiuan-tsang found at ⁄rughna, near

Sth›neŸvara, a teacher who taught him the doctrine of the Sautr›ntikas.337

We know nothing of their literature either.

                                                

333 Demiéville: Origine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 23 and 63.
334 Schiefner: T›ran›tha, p. 273.
335 LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F lii-lv.
336 K’ouei-ki, II, pp. 9 b-10 a.
337 Watters: Yuan-chwang’s travels, I, p. 321.
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Vasumitra says that the doctrine of the Sautr›ntikas was very close to that of the Sarv›stiv›dins.

Here are the theses attributed to them: <156>

1) The five aggregates (skandha) transmigrate (sa˙kr›nti) from one existence to another.338

2) Apart from the path (m›rga), there is no definitive cessation (nirodha) of the aggregates

(skandha).339

This is a corollary of the preceding thesis.

3) The person (pudgala) does not exist in the absolute sense (param›rtha).340

Although Vasumitra states the opposite, here it is Bhavya who must be right. Indeed, the

pudgalav›din doctrine is well known, but it is always attributed to the V›tsıputrıyas and to

the Sammatıyas and never to the Sautr›ntikas. Yet the latter are very well known to the

Sarv›stiv›dins. If they had actually maintained this opinion, as Vasumitra claims,

Vasubandhu and Sa˙ghabhadra on the one hand, the Vibh›˝› on the other hand, would

not have failed to make it known to us in the long passages of their works where they

denounce the doctrine of the person (pudgalav›da) by attributing it formally to the

V›tsıputrıyas, as do also the Kath›vatthu and the SatyasiddhiŸ›stra.341 On the other hand, this

thesis would needlessly strengthen the first [i.e., “the five aggregates transmigrate…”,]

which suffices to explain the continuity in the mechanism of retribution of actions. K’ouei-ki

comments on this passage of Vasumitra by distinguishing this thesis from that of the

Sammatıyas, etc., who maintain that the person (pudgala) is neither identical with nor

different from the aggregates (skandha).342

4) The aggregates (skandha) have a root and an end (mÒl›nta). The aggregates are of one taste

(ekarasa) only.343

According to K’ouei-ki, a subtle (sÒk˝ma) persistent mental consciousness (manovijñ›na)

would assure the continuity of the aggregates, constitute their root and their end and give

them this single taste.344

                                                

338 Vasumitra, thesis 1; Bhavya, thesis 1; Vinıtadeva, thesis 1.
339 Vasumitra, thesis 2; Bhavya, thesis 2; Vinıtadeva, thesis 3.
340 Bhavya, thesis 4; Vasumitra, thesis 5, says the opposite, likewise Vinıtadeva, thesis 1 of the
Vibhajyav›dins, which immediately follows the Saºkr›ntiv›dins.
341 LVP: KoŸa, chap. ix. Sa˙ghabhadra: TS 1562 and 1563, chap. ix; Vibh›˝›: TS 1545, pp. 288 b, 42 ab, 110 b;
Kath›vatthu , I, 1; SatyasiddhiŸ›stra: TS 1646, p. 259 a; Vibh›˝›:  TS 1545, p. 288 b attributes to the
Dar˝˛›ntikas the thesis according to which the person (pudgala) is fictitious.
342 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 48 ab.
343 Vasumitra, thesis 3.
344 K’ouei-ki, III, p. 47 ab. Cf. also LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F liii, liv.
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5) In the state of the ordinary person (p¸thagjana), there are also noble factors (›ryadharma).345

6) The four aggregates (skandha) are fixed in their intrinsic nature (svabh›va).346

Through lack of a commentary, the meaning of this proposition remains unknown. Perhaps

it should be put side by side with the 4th thesis above, the first four aggregates being

determined by the fifth, the aggregate of consciousness (vijñ›naskandha) which, being

identical with the mental consciousness (manovijñ›na), would make up their intrinsic nature.

7) The aggregates (skandha) are endowed with primary offenses (mÒl›patti).347

Through lack of a commentary, it is impossible to regain the true meaning of this thesis.

According to the AbhidharmakoŸaŸ›stra, the primary offenses (maulı ›patti) are those causing

the monk to fall (patanıya) from the quality of bhik˝u, i.e., incontinence, important theft,

killing a man and lying about supernatural powers.348 Does this mean that, as long as the

aggregates have not been definitively destroyed, one is exposed to the committing of these

sins? <157>

8) Everything (sarva) is impermanent (anitya).349

This confirms thesis 3 above.

9) The unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta) do not really exist.350

The unconditioned phenomena are not real and distinct entities but rather mere absences.

Space is the absence of the tangible (spra˝˛avya). The cessation due to discrimination

(pratisa˙khy›nirodha) or nirv›˚a is the absence of latent tendencies (anuŸaya) and of existence

(bhava) obtained with the help of discrimination (prajñ›). The cessation not due to

discrimination (apratisa˙khy›nirodha) is the absence of the arising of future factors obtained

through the absence of causes and independently from the power of discrimination.

10) Past (atıta) and future (an›gata) factors (dharma) do not really exist.351

If they really existed, the conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) would always exist and would

therefore be eternal, which is not the case.

11) The possessions (pr›pti) do not really exist.352

                                                

345 Vasumitra, thesis 4.
346 Vinıtadeva, thesis 2.
347 Bhavya, thesis 3.
348 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 95 and n. 2.
349 Bhavya, thesis 5.
350 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 278-287.
351 LVP: KoŸa, v. F 49-50.
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They are indeed not perceived either directly or by their effects. The two theories by which

the Sarv›stiv›dins explain the mechanism of the retribution of actions are thus refuted.

12) The mechanism of the retribution of action is explained by the theory of seeds (bıja).353

The seed (bıja) is the group of the five aggregates (skandha) capable of producing an effect

either immediately or after a certain time, thanks to the stream:

“Stream (sa˙tati) is the conditioned factors (sa˙sk›ra) of the past, of the present and of the

future, having the nature of cause and effect, that constitute an uninterrupted stream.

Pari˚›ma, or ‘transformation’ is the change (anyath›tva) between prior and subsequent

moments within the stream.

ViŸe˝a, or ‘distinctive characteristic’ or the culminating point of this transformation, is the

moment of this stream that is capable of producing an effect immediately.”

13) There are only four characteristics (lak˝a˚a) of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta), continuance

being made one with change (sthityanyath›tva).354

The sÒtra  in which they are referred to mentions only three characteristics,355 as

Vasubandhu acknowledges.

14) The unmanifest (avijñapti) does not really exist.356

Indeed, the unmanifest (avijñapti) “solely of not doing an action after having committed

oneself not to do it; … is a factor which would exist by reason of past fundamental material

elements…, now, past factors (dharma) no longer exist; … unmanifest action (avijñapti) does

not have the nature of form (rÒpa)…”, for it is “non-resisting” (apratigha).

15) The life faculty (jıvitendriya) does not really exist.357

“This is a certain momentum that the action of a previous personal existence places in the

sentient being at the moment of its conception, a momentum through which, for a

determined period of time, the aggregates (skandha) renew themselves in this homogeneous

stream that constitutes an existence (nik›yasabh›ga).”

16) Bodily action (k›yakarman) does not really exist.358 <158>

                                                                                                                                          

352 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 181 seq.
353 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 183-185.
354 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 223-224.
355 TS 99, p. 83 c. Aºguttaranik›ya, III, 47; PTS., I, p. 152; Kath›vatthu. I, 1.
356 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 14.
357 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 215-217.
358 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 12.
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 “Bodily action is the action that has the body for its object-support…: that is to say, the

intention (cetan›) which puts a body into motion in diverse ways: intention proceeds by

relying on this gate that is the body, and is thus called bodily action.”

17) The eye (cak˝us) does not see visual forms (rÒpa).359

“There is neither a sense-faculty that sees, nor visible form that is seen; there is neither any

action of seeing nor any agent that sees; this is only a play of causes and effects.”

18) The mind (citta) and the body (k›ya) possessed with sense-faculties (indriya) are mutually

seeds (bıja).360

“When an individual is born in firÒpyadh›tu, form (rÒpa) is cut off for a long period of

time: if this individual is then reborn in K›madh›tu or in RÒpadh›tu, his new form (rÒpa)

does not proceed from the stream of form (rÒpa) previously interrupted for a long time, but

from the mind. In the same way, the mind emerging from equipoise does not have for its

cause the mind just prior to the equipoise: it is born from a ‘body endowed with sense-

faculties‘ (sendriyak›ya).”

19) There is no simultaneous cause (sahabhÒhetu).361

One observes the cause-effect relationship only in the cases where the cause is prior to the

effect, never when it is simultaneous with the effect.

20) Unconditioned phenomena (asa˙sk¸ta) are not causes (hetu).362

The sÒtras teach, indeed, that causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyaya) are impermanent

(anitya) and are consequently conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta).

21) The omniscience (sarvajñ›na) of the Buddha is carried out by direct seeing (s›k˝›tk›ra) of

every factor, including those of the past and the future, and not by deduction or

divination.363

22) Among formless sentient beings (arÒpin), the mental stream of the mind (citta) and of the

mental events (caitta) has no support external to it.364

                                                

359 LVP: KoŸa, i. F 86.
360 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 12. Siddhi, pp. 183 and 207: the aggregates (skandha) are perfumable (v›sya) and carry the
seeds (bıja).
361 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 253.
362 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 277-287.
363 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 304-305.
364 LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 6.
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The mind and the mental events lean on one another. The mental stream of a new existence

is ‘projected’ by a cause, and if the latter is devoid of attachment to form, the mental stream

will be reborn and will exist without relationship to form.

23) Shape (sa˙sth›na) is not a distinct real entity in and of itself (anyad dravya˙) but merely a

provisional designation (prajnãpti).365

If shape were a real entity, it would be perceived by two sense-faculties.366 Now shape is a

part of visual form (rÒpa) which is defined as the special object of the eye. Since we see

numerous shapes in a complex shape [i.e., a variegated cloth], there would therefore be

numerous visual forms (rÒpa) in one and the same place, which is impossible. There are no

atoms of shape.

24) Intention (cetan›) is not a [separate] mental action (manaskarman).367

There is no mental action outside of covetousness (abhidhy›), malice (vy›p›da) and false views

(mithy›d¸˝˛i).

25) The atom is extended, it involves spatial division (digbh›gabheda, digvibh›ga). The atoms

touch one another and have contact through resistance because of their extension

(digdeŸabheda-pratigh›ta).368 <159>

26) The object-support condition (›lambanapratyaya) is the composite (sa˙gh›˛ita) atoms

(param›˚u).369

When the visual consciousness (cak˝urvijñ›na) perceives a visual form (var˚a), it does not

perceive the individual atoms, but only their composite, since it perceives the aspect of this

composite (tad›k›tv›t): we see a mass of blue, not the atoms of blue.

27) The four characteristics (lak˝a˚a) are attributed to the instant (k˝a˚a) and to a certain

prolonged state.370

28) The six active consciousnesses (prav¸ttivijñ›na) are seeds (bıja).371

29) The mental consciousness (manovijñ›na), in the subtle (sÒk˝ma) state, subsists in the

equipoise of cessation (nirodhasam›patti).372

                                                

365 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 8-11.
366 LS: KoŸa, iv. F 9: “The eye sense-faculty and the body sense-faculty”.
367 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 169-170 and 136.
368 LVP: Siddhi, p. 39.
369 Ibid., p. 43.
370 Ibid., p. 67.
371 Ibid., p. 117.
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30) The five sense consciousnesses (vijñ›na) do not have a simultaneous (sahabhÒ) basis (›Ÿraya).

It is an earlier moment of the sense-faculty (indriya) that generates the subsequent

consciousness. It is the same for the mental consciousness (manovijñ›na).373

31) Among the gods without conception (asa˙jñideva), there is no adhesion to the self

(›tmagr›ha), but the seeds (bıja) of adhesion to the self remain in the state of non-conception.

Therefore this state does involve adherence to the self.374

32) Concentration (sam›dhi) is not a factor on its own but the minds that have a single object-

support (citt›ny evaik›lamab›ni), for the sÒtra says that, among the three trainings (Ÿik˝›), the

teaching of the higher mind (adhicitta˙ Ÿik˝›) is the one-pointedness of the mind

(cittaik›grat›).375 <160>

                                                                                                                                          

372 Ibid., pp. 142, 212-213, and 211. The opposite is said on p. 207, very probably in error (Cf. thesis 18 and 22
above).
373 Ibid., p. 282.
374 Ibid., p. 284.
375 Ibid., p. 313; KoŸa, viii. F 129.
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J. CHAPTER XXIII: THE DfiR¡≥fiNTIKAS

Although, as La Vallée Poussin remarks,376 the D›r˝˛›ntikas seem to be identical with the

Sautr›ntikas, as T›ran›tha confirms,377 it is perhaps more prudent to treat them separately.

Indeed, Vasubandhu and the Vibh›˝› distinctly acknowledge the D›r˝˛›ntikas and the

Sautr›ntikas. It is therefore possible that the D›r˝˛›ntikas had been one of the schools, and even

the main one, of the Sautr›ntikas, but that there had been a difference, however slight, between

them.

The D›r˝˛›ntikas may owe their name to their frequent usage of comparisons (d¸˝˛›nta) as the

few fragments of their literature that have reached us show.

Here are the theses attributed to them:

1) Form (rÒpa) is not a homogeneous cause (sabh›gahetu) of form.378

2) The form (rÒpa) of the perfected being (arhat) and external (b›hya) form, i.e., the five sense

objects, are pure (an›srava) because they are not the basis (›Ÿraya) of the impurities (›srava).379

3) There are four types of actions (karman) in connection with ‘assurance’ (niy›ma):

a) action assured as regards the time of retribution, not assured as regards retribution;

b) action assured as regards retribution, not assured as regards the time of retribution;

c) action assured as regards two points of view;

d) action not assured as regards two points of view.380

4) Covetousness (abhidy›), malice (vy›p›da) and false views (mithy›d¸˝˛i) are mental actions

(manaskarman) for the Sa˙cetanıyasÒtra considers them as actions.381

5) In the first three meditations (dhy›na), the faculty of satisfaction (sukhendriya) is only bodily

(k›yika) and not mental (caitasika).382

6) The afflicted view of self (satk›yad¸˝˛i) is without a real object.383

The afflicted view of self consists of believing that the self (›tman) and that which is

connected with the self (›tmanya) really exist. Since in the absolute sense (param›rthena)

                                                

376 LVP: KoŸa, Introduction, F lii-lv; Siddhi, pp. 221-224.
377 Schiefner, T›ran›tha, p. 274.
378 LVP: KoŸa, ii. F 256. Cf. thesis 19 of the Sautr›ntikas.
379 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 19.
380 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 116-117.
381 LVP: KoŸa, iv. F 136. Cf. thesis 24 of the Sautr›ntikas.
382 LVP: KoŸa, viii. F 151.
383 TS, 1545, 36 a.
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neither the self (›tman) nor that which is connected with the self (›tmanya) exist, the afflicted

view of self is therefore without object. It is the same for a man who, seeing a rope, thinks:

“That is a snake”, or who, seeing a tree trunk, thinks, “That is a man”.

7) Cognition (jñ›na) is not simultaneous with consciousness (vijñ›na).384

8) It is the group of aggregates (skandha) that sees visual forms (rÒpa).385 <161>

9) Causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyaya) are not realities.386

Indeed, the law of dependent origination (pratıtyasamutp›da) teaches that ignorance (avidy›)

conditions the karma-formations (sa˙sk›ra). Now, these are characterized as multiple and

diverse, whereas ignorance is characterized as single. That which is single cannot be

condition of that which is multiple. Therefore condition and causality are not realities.

10) There are two pervasive (sarvatraga) latent tendencies (anuŸaya), namely, ignorance (avidy›)

and craving for existence (bhavatr˝˚›).387

Indeed, the roots (mÒla) of dependent origination (pratıtyasamutp›da) are what are called the

pervasives. Now, ignorance (avidya) is the root of dependent origination that constitutes the

earlier limit and the craving for existence (bhavat¸˝˚›) is the root that constitutes the later

limit.

11) Outside of intention (cetan›) there is no ripening cause (vip›kahetu). Outside of sensation

(vedan›) there is no ripened effect (vip›kaphala).388

12) Although all factors arise because of causes (hetu), they cease without cause.389

Examples: when an archer shoots an arrow, it soon falls down to the ground; likewise, the

wheel of the potter that stops after a certain time. In both cases, the falling or the stopping,

i.e., the cessation of the movement, take place by themselves, without cause.

13) The latent tendencies (anuŸaya) grow (anuŸayana) neither in their object-supports (›lambana)

nor in the factors (dharma) associated with the mind (cittas˙prayukta).390

If the latent tendencies grow in their object-supports, it would be that they also grow in

another realm (dh›tu) and in pure factors (an›srava dharma) when the latter are their object-

supports. If they grow in factors associated with the mind, they would never be abandoned,

                                                

384 Ibid., p. 44 b. No explanation is given on it.
385 Ibid., p. 61 c. Cf. above thesis 17 of the Sautr›ntikas.
386 Ibid., pp. 79 a, 680 bc and 833 a.
387 Ibid., p. 90 c.
388 Ibid., pp. 96 a, 741 b.
389 Ibid., pp. 103 c and 105 a.
390 Ibid., p. 110 a.
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or else, if they would nevertheless be abandoned, they would always grow, for one cannot

definitively disjoin the mind from that with which it is associated.

14) It is the mind (citta) endowed with all the obstructions (›vara˚a) that attains liberation

(vimukti).391

15) The three cessations (nirodha) are devoid of reality.392

These are cessation due to discrimination (pratısa˙khyanirodha), cessation not due to

discrimination (apratisa˙khyanirodha) and cessation due to impermanence (anity›nirodha). No

proof is given for this thesis.393

16) Dream (svapna) has no reality.394

Common experience proves this. Thus, in a dream, one sees plenty of food and drink and

one consumes it until one has completely satisfied one’s hunger and thirst. But as soon as

one has awakened, one is hungry, one is thirsty, the body is weak and feeble. <162>

17) The characteristics of conditioned phenomena (sa˙sk¸ta) are not real entities (dravya). 395

Indeed, these characteristics are included in the formations dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra), which are not real entities.

18) The instant (k˝a˚a) is devoid of the three characteristics (lak˝a˚a) of arising (utp›da), passing

away (vyaya) and cessation (nirodha).396

If the instant possessed these three characteristics, it would have to arise, pass away and

cease at the same time, which is impossible.

19) Intention (cetan›) and mental speech (manojalpa) are merely mind (citta).397

20) The nature of the ordinary person (p¸thagjanatva) does not exist as reality.398

21) All the defilements (kleŸa) are completely bad (akuŸala).399

22) The ordinary person (p¸thagjana) is unable to abandon the defilements (kleŸa).400

                                                

391 Ibid., p. 141 b.
392 Ibid., p. 161 a.
393 See thesis 9 of the Sautr›ntikas.
394 TS 1545, p. 193 b.
395 Ibid., pp. 198 a and 977 b.
396 Ibid., p. 200 a.
397 Ibid., p. 216 b.
398 Ibid., p. 231 b.
399 Ibid., p. 259 c.
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23) There is initial inquiry (vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra) from the realm of desire

(k›madh›tu) up to the realm of the Akani˝˛ha gods.401

The D›r˝˛›ntikas lean on the sÒtra that defines initial inquiry as the coarse (sthÒla) nature of

the mind (citta) and investigation as the subtle (sÒk˝ma) nature of the mind. Now, this

twofold nature of the mind appears in the three realms (dh›tu), therefore initial inquiry and

investigation are found in the three realms.

24) Factors (dharma) arise gradually (anupÒrvena) and not suddenly.402

25) The fetters (sa˙yojana) really exist, but their objects (vastu) and the person (pudgala) are

unreal.403

The objects of the fetters are unreal because object-fields (vi˝aya) endowed with or devoid of

impurities are not determined (niyata). Thus, a respectable woman, adorned with jewelry

and ornaments, goes to a worldly gathering. The sight of her arouses in others very

different feelings: covetousness, lust, hatred, envy, disgust, sorrow, indifference, according

to the personal latent tendencies of each.

26) Attachment (r›ga) and repugnance (pratigha) are the only decisive elements for the

continuity (sa˙tati) of the life-stream from one existence to the next.404

At the moment of conception, the Gandharva, whose presence is necessary, always

experiences a twofold mind: it loves one of the parents and hates the other. This is why

attachment and repugnance are the only decisive elements for reincarnation that ensure the

continuity of the life-stream.

27) Only the person who overcomes the defilements (kleŸa) obtains a higher rebirth.405

28) All actions (karman) can be reversed.406

Even the actions called ‘offense with an immediately successive ripened effect’

(›nantaryakarman) can be reversed, without which the supremacy of the good actions of the

Aka˚i˝˛ha gods would no longer be a <163> supremacy. Therefore, all actions can be

redeemed by good actions.

29) The unmanifest (avijñapti) does not exist.407

                                                                                                                                          

400 Ibid., p. 264 b.
401 Ibid., pp. 269 b and 462 c.
402 Ibid., pp. 270 a and 463 a.
403 Ibid., p. 288 b.
404 Ibid., p. 309 a. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 50-51.
405 Ibid., p. 355 a.
406 Ibid., pp. 359 b and 593 b.
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In other words, there is no form (rÒpa) in the sense-sphere of factors (dharm›yatana).

30) Time (k›la) is distinct from the conditioned factors (sa˙sk›ra).408

Indeed, time is permanent (nitya) whereas the conditioned factors are impermanent (anitya).

The conditioned factors are in time like a fruit in a bowl. Just as fruit can be taken out of one

bowl and be placed into another, or like many men leave one house and enter another, so

the conditioned factors leave the future (an›gata) and enter into the present (pratyutpanna),

then leave the present and enter into the past (atıta).

31) The truths (satya) are defined in this way:

i) The truth of suffering (du¯kha) is name (n›man) and form (rÒpa).

ii) The truth of the origin (samudaya) is the actions (karman) and the defilements (kleŸa).

iii) The truth of cessation (nirodha) is the destruction (k˝aya) of actions and defilements.

iv) The truth of the path (m›rga) is calming (Ÿamatha) and insight (vipaŸyan›).409

32) The six consciousnesses (vijñ›na) each having distinct objects, the mental consciousness

(manovijñ›na) does not have as object those of the five sense consciousnesses.410

33) The six consciousnesses (vijñ›na), having only external objects, do not have as object either

the internal faculties (indriya) or the consciousnesses themselves.411

34) The possessions (pr›pti) and the non-possessions (apr›pti) do not really exist.412

The possessions are merely purely provisional designations (prajñapti). When sentient

beings (sattva) do not abandon the factors, there is said to be possession. When they

abandon the factors, there is said to be non-possession (apr›pti). It is the same for the group

of the five fingers which is called the hand.

35) The presentiment (k˝›nti) that belongs to clear understanding (abhisamay›ntika) has the

nature of cognition (jñ›natva).413

When, at first, pure (an›srava) cognition has retrogression as object-field (vi˝aya), it is called

presentiment (k˝›nti). When, later, it has stability (sthiti) as object-field, it is called cognition

(jñ›na).

                                                                                                                                          

407 Ibid., pp. 383 b and 634 b. Cf. above thesis 14 of the Sautr›ntikas.
408 Ibid., p. 393 a, 700 a. See Kath›vatthu, XV, 3, anonymous thesis: the three periods (addh›) of time, i.e., past,
present and future, are predetermined (parinipphanna).
409 TS 1545, p. 397 b.
410 Ibid., p. 449 a.
411 Ibid., p. 449 a
412 Ibid., pp. 479 a and 550 c.
413 Ibid., p. 489 b.
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36) If a mind (citta) is endowed with cognition (jñ›na), it is devoid of ignorance (ajñ›na). If a

mind is endowed with afflicted doubt (vicikits›), it is without assurance (niy›ma). If a mind is

endowed with coarseness (sthÒlat›), it is devoid of subtleness (sÒk˝mat›).414

37) The means of right livelihood (sa˙yag›jıva) and false livelihood (mithy›jıva) are distinct

entities of words (v›c) and actions (karman).415

Indeed, the Buddha said in a sÒtra that each of the eight members of the path has its own

and distinct entity.

38) Magical creation (nirm›˚a) is not real.416 <164>

39) Contact (sparŸ›) is not real.417

Indeed, the sÒtra says:

The eye (cak˝us) and visual form (rÒpa) produce visual consciousness (cak˝urvijñ›na). The

group of the three form contact (sparŸa).

Outside of the eye, form and visual consciousness, there is no external reality that could be

called contact.

40) A subtle (sÒk˝ma) mind subsists in the equipoise of cessation (nirodhasam›patti).418

If no mind subsisted in the equipoise of cessation, the life faculty (jıvitendriya) would then be

interrupted, in other words there would be death (mara˚a) for the meditator.

41) There is retrogression (parih›˚i) for the one who is in the equipoise of cessation

(nirodhasam›patti).419

This is a corollary to the preceding thesis420 according to which all actions are reversible. In

this case, retrogression is always possible.

42) There is mixing of meditations (dhy›na).421

Meditations perfume themselves mutually.

                                                

414 Ibid., p. 547 b.
415 Ibid., p. 604 c.
416 Ibid., p. 700 a. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 9-11.
417 TS 1545, p. 760 a.
418 Ibid., pp. 774 a and 775 a.
419 Ibid., 773 c-774 a.
420 Thesis 28
421 TS 1545, p. 879 c.
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43) One enters into assurance (niy›ma) by meditating only on the suffering which is the fact of

being conditioned (sa˙sk›radu¯khat›).422

44) The three categories (r›Ÿi) of sentient beings are found from Avici hell up to Aka˚i˝˛ha

heaven.423

These are the three categories of sentient beings: (1) those assured of the absolute good

(samyaktva), (2) those assured of the perverted (mithy›tva), and (3) those who are not assured

(aniyata).

45) Names (n›man), phrases (pada) and syllables (vyañjana) do not really exist and have sound

(Ÿabda) as their intrinsic nature (svabh›va).424

46) Mind (citta) and the factors (dharma) of mental events (caitta) do not occur at the same time.425

Just as a merchants in a group, passing through a gorge between steep mountains, walk

one behind the other and not two by two, the minds and the mental events occur one after

the other.

47) Initial inquiry (vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra) are mind (citta).426

48) There are cognitions (jñ›na) the object-supports (›lambana) of which do not exist.427

When the object-support of a cognition is of illusory nature (m›y›), whether it is a city of the

Gandharvas, a circle of fire [produced by a glowing ember being whirled about rapidly], a

mirage (m¸gat¸˝˚›), etc. …, the cognition resulting from it has no objective object-field

(vi˝aya).

49) There is neither an exact moment of arising nor an exact moment of cessation.428

The conditioned phenomena (samsk¸ta) exist in only two times: when they are not yet

produced and when they have already been produced, or when they have not yet ceased

and when they have already ceased. <165.

50) The images reflected on the surface of water or in a mirror have no real existence.429

                                                

422 Ibid., p. 928a. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, vi. F 125.
423 TS 1545, p. 930 c. Cf. LVP: KoŸa, iii. F 137.
424 Ibid., p. 70 a.
425 Ibid., p. 79 c.
426 Ibid., p. 218 c.
427 Ibid., p. 228 b.
428 Ibid., pp. 141 b and 949 b.
429 Ibid., p. 390 c.
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The face does not enter into the mirror and the mirror does not occur in the face, then how

could the mirror produce real images of the face?

51) Sounds have no real existence.430

All sounds, having an instantaneous (k˝a˚ika) nature (bh›va), occur and cease in the same

place and in the same instant. Then how could they reach into a valley, etc., and produce

an echo?

52) Minds (c i t ta ) are the conditions as the equivalent and immediate antecedent

(samanantarapratyaya) in regard to minds and not in regard to mental events (caitta). Mental

events are conditions as the equivalent and immediate antecedent in regard to mental

events and not in regard to minds.431

53) Good (kuŸala) and impure (s›srava) discrimination (prajñ›) associated (sa˙prayukta) with the

mental consciousness (manovijñ›na) is never vision (darŸana).432

54) Bodily actions (k›yakarman), vocal actions (v›kkarman) and mental actions (manokarman) are

solely (eka) intention (cetan›).433

55) On the stages (bhÒmi) having close members (antik›˚ga), there are only good (kuŸala) factors

(dharma).434

56) Magically created objects (nirm›˚avastu) have no real existence.435

If they would really exist, why is it said that they are magically created?

57) There is no untimely death (ak›lamara˚a).436

This thesis rests on the sÒtra that says:

One cannot remedy death.

58) In the equipoise of non-conception (asa˙jñ›sam›patti), the subtle (sÒk˝ma) mind (citta) has not

ceased (niruddha).437

If there were no mind in the equipoise of non-conception, the life faculty (jıvitendriya) would

be destroyed and this state would have to be called death and not equipoise.

                                                

430 Ibid., p. 390 c.
431 Ibid., p. 461 b.
432 Ibid., p. 502 a.
433 Ibid, p. 587 a.
434 Ibid., p. 693 c.
435 Ibid., pp. 696 c and 700 a.
436 Ibid., p. 771 a.
437 Ibid., p. 772 c.
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59) Retrogression (parih›˚i) has no real intrinsic nature (svabh›va), it is merely a provisional

designation (prajñapti).438

In the body, there previously were good (kuŸala) merits (pu˚ya). Now, following fortuitous

circumstances, they have been lost. What is the intrinsic nature of these factors? Likewise, if

someone asks a man whose wealth has been stolen by a thief: “What is the nature of the

wealth that you have lost?”, the owner would reply: “Previously I had this wealth.

Presently, a thief has stolen it from me and I have no more wealth. How could I know what

nature it has?”

60) Abandonment (prah›na) of the good roots (kuŸalamÒla) has no intrinsic nature (svabh›va).439

Abandonment of the good roots is only cessation (nirodha), the absence of the latter. <166>

61) There exists a certain form (rÒpa) that is neither color (varna) nor shape (sa˙sth›na), which is

produced by the mind (citta). It makes the hand and the other limbs move. It is called

bodily manifest action (k›yavijñaptikarman).440

62) It is the earlier instant that perfumes (v›sayati) the later instant.441 <167>

                                                

438 Ibid., p. 313 a.
439 Ibid., p. 182 c.
440 LVP: Siddhi, p. 48.
441 Ibid., pp. 183 and 186.
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